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Please note:
This report was initially drafted and distributed as commercial in confidence. It has since had
confidential information removed so that it can be distributed publically.
Information has been removed when it relates to internal financial rates and costs, employee and
stakeholder names and details, and other sensitive information. The review team has aimed to
keep this report as close to the original as possible, and has noted all instances where information
has been removed in [red text inside square brackets].
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Preface
Icon Water protects and supports the community by providing high quality drinking water and
sewerage services to the ACT and surrounding regions. We have been proudly performing this
service for over 100 years.
Water and sewerage utilities install infrastructure based a complex interaction of planning laws,
geography, existing services, and the preferences of estate developers. This has resulted in networks
that span cities, servicing developments in different and often complex ways depending on the
specific circumstances present at the time of their construction.
This complexity extends to the connection of sewerage services to a customer’s block, with historical
block and layout rules favouring rear connections. Recent changes have allowed for front
connections, with each iteration of standards impacting this split.
The outcome of these rules is that a material portion of any utility’s sewerage network is installed in
the backyards of properties across a city. This can includes manholes, sewer property connections,
reticulation mains, and occasionally trunk mains.
All elements of a utility’s network require maintenance, whether scheduled over a predetermined life
cycle or in response to issues or failures in the network. To ensure access to these network elements
utilities have sought to control building and development in their proximity. One such measure has
been to ensure that a clear passage exists up the side of properties, to allow staff and equipment to
access infrastructure.
Icon Water’s rules that set out how these maintenance access passages work were last updated in
2002, and are being reviewed and refreshed to ensure currency, clarity, and alignment with modern
standards and practises. This review analyses a small but highly visible component of these rules.
It is important that we establish considered and clear rules that balance the competing priorities on
the land of developers and customers and of Icon Water in the delivery of high quality services on an
ongoing basis. The recommendations of this report set out to achieve this.
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Executive summary
Overview
Maintenance access passages provide Icon Water with the ability to access the rear of properties
containing elements of our sewerage network. These passages are specified as part of the Service &
Installation Rules, which have power under the Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014. Icon Water
last published these rules in 2002.
The existing maintenance access passage (MAP) rules are being reviewed to consider contemporary
development practises including smaller land parcels, updated maintenance techniques, and the
expectations of Icon Water’s stakeholders in the development process. Rules and practices are
proposed to be standardised to avoid confusion.

Approach for review
A ground-up review of the legal approach, classification framework, and access width requirements
was performed by an Icon Water internal project team, supported by technical and financial
consultants (project team). To inform this analysis we developed eight principles to balance
competing stakeholder perspectives:
 Simple;

 Enforceable

 Allows safe access;

 Supports development;

 Operationally efficient;

 Customer centric; and

 Cost efficient;

 Flexible.

These principles were assessed against relevant legislation and corporate objectives for
appropriateness.

Legal review
Our legal framework review identified that a number of complex development types would benefit
from the use of registered easements. Analysis performed indicates that the impact of this change
would increase certainty for Icon Water while not materially affecting team workloads. As a result,
remaining cases can be dealt with via a simplified framework.

Framework review
We reviewed seven different framework element types, and identified that only one, pipe depth, had a
direct relationship with required access passage widths. As a result a vastly smaller rule set is
possible.
Alternative approaches like the ‘pod of lots’ approach (where multiple properties share an access
reservation) are possible under the proposed framework, however are not recommended as standard
practice due to the operational risks they present.

Investigations and analysis
The project team investigated key work types performed in backyards, equipment specifications
(including the difference between theoretical and operational limits), historical intervention and
network protection levels, response time and network performance implications, safety
considerations.

Icon Water
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We also developed a simplified financial model to assess the cost impact of changed access widths
on Icon Water. This included analysing the depth, age, and material of the pipe crossing virtually all
property front and backyards in the ACT and comparing this data set against historical and planned
intervention information. It found that 61% of our network is shallower than 2m deep, 74% is shallower
than 2.2m deep, and that 96% of our network is shallower than 3m deep. 97% of backyard pipes are
150mm in size.
This information was then assessed in a multi-criteria analysis performed across four different
scenarios. These scenarios showed that different access passages were appropriate for different pipe
depths. It also showed that a capped two tier framework delivered a preferred outcome.

Outcome
We recommend that the existing rules be replaced with the following hybrid process:
•

Complex cases (i.e. involving pressure sewers, multi-unit developments with tenant fences
crossing the Pipe Protection Envelope, those where an access passage is not straight, those
deeper than 3.0m, and those that we assess as non-standard) are managed via a Registered
Easement on the Property Title.

•

All other cases are managed through a simplified, two-stage table differentiated on the depth
of Icon Water’s infrastructure in a property’s backyard.
Pipe depth in backyard

•

Required MAP (width)

Height clearance

< 2.2m

1.80m

2.65m

2.2m – 3.0m

2.50m

2.85m

The rule should be written to consider retaining walls or obstructions, by measuring the
maintenance access passage from the edge of any such item, not the property boundary.
This is a change in methodology from the prior ruleset.

An alternative option has also been considered, which can be taken into the stakeholder consultation
process. It contains a third tier for deeper pipes, this is detailed in part 5 of this report.
Rules should be applied to all properties (greenfield and brownfield) from a well communicated date
(i.e. 1 July or 1 January) in line with the refreshed S&I Rules.

Impact assessment
Approximately 53,000 Canberra properties have sewerage infrastructure in their backyards, and will
benefit from an increase to the clarity of rules.
When compared to the existing rules, the proposal will decrease access requirements to all
properties. 74% of properties (with pipes shallower than 2.2m deep) will see a decrease to the new
recommended minimum of 1.8m. This analysis assumes that all properties in the ACT are compliant
with the existing rule set.
Height requirements have slightly increased, and reflect the minimum clearance required to safely
transport and operate excavation equipment.
Within Icon Water this change will introduce a new process however it is the review’s opinion that this
would not be material.
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Stakeholder consultation
Internal stakeholder consultation was performed between 16 November and 14 December 2018, with
meetings and submissions received from a number of areas on the business. The report took on
board all feedback and responded directly to those who commented or asked questions.
External stakeholder consultation is planned to occur in April and May 2019.
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Introduction
This report provides an analysis of options to revise the legacy ‘Maintenance Access Passage 1’ rule,
and a justification for Icon Water’s preferred option.
Under Part 3 of the Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014 and the Water and Sewerage Network
(Design and Maintenance) Code Icon Water is able to publish technical codes. The Maintenance
Access Passage (‘MAP’) rule forms part of the existing code, and the changes recommended can be
incorporated in a revised code.

Document structure
This report is structured to methodically work through the process of examining issues with the legacy
MAP rule, discuss possible structures and frameworks through which any updated rule can apply, and
determine what the optimal outcome is given Icon Water’s current operational environment. This
includes considering contemporary tools, methods, and work practises.
It draws this analysis into a single proposed solution, and provides recommendations to ensure the
rule’s implementation and effective operation going forward.
Part 1: Overview of MAP rules
 Current state
 Issue analysis
 Jurisdictional analysis and comparison
Part 2: Process and assessment
 Principles
 Approach to be taken
Part 3: Review of approach to maintenance access passages
 Legal mechanism
 Type of passage(s) to consider
 Key factors to include in any framework
Part 4: Key access width considerations
 Analysis (Maintenance, network performance, response times, safety, legal, and cost)
Part 5: Multi-criteria and option analysis
 Multi-criteria assessment
 Overall recommendation
Part 6: Consultation and implementation

1

Please note that this rule has been historically referred to as the ‘Access passage rule’, ‘3m rule’, and ‘Maintenance access’
rule. This report will refer to it as the Maintenance Access Passage rule, or MAP rule.

Icon Water
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It is proposed that Icon Water revise its published S&I rules to incorporate this report’s preferred
outcome, and ensure that all other instruments referring to Icon Water’s rules are updated for
consistency.

Documentation of outcomes
Each section or chapter of this report will make a progressive conclusion. This is so that decisions are
logically built up over time, with the report culminating in an overall recommendation and desired
outcome. Conclusions will be documented in a blue box for clarity.
Example chapter conclusion
Example text

Where internal stakeholder feedback has been taken into account or a case study is present an
orange box has been used for clarity. These are used to provide examples or further information
contributing to a decision.
Example case study or stakeholder feedback
Example text

Icon Water
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Part 1: Overview of
Maintenance Access
Passage rules
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Legislative environment
Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014
The Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014 sets out the manner in which technical codes, network
protection (interference and other), and network boundaries operate for utilities in the ACT.
Importantly it includes provision for technical codes to be introduced by the regulator and utility, which
have effect on the day to day planning and operations activities of Icon Water, as follows 2:

Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014
Division 3.2 – Making technical codes
12. Draft technical codes – proposed by regulated utility
(1)

A regulated utility may propose a draft
technical code by(a)

Giving the technical regulator the draft
technical code; and

(b)

Asking the technical regulator to consider
the draft technical code.

(2)

If the technical regulator receives a draft technical
code under subsection (1), then the technical
regulator, after considering the draft technical
code, may prepare the draft technical code (with
or without amendment) for consultation under
section 13.

(3)

Nothing in this section requires the technical
regulator to prepare a draft technical code for
consultation.

Two codes have been published under this framework that impact Icon Water 3; the Boundary Code;
and the Technical Codes Determination. The latter allows Icon Water to maintain a number of
specified Standards in-house, which then have effect under this Act.

2

Please note that this is an extract only and is shown for illustrative purposes; a separate provision for the making of a
technical code by the Utilities Technical Regulator is also applicable. Under Clause 3 the Utilities Technical Regulator is not
required to publish a draft code for consultation, effectively requiring its consent for Code changes.

3

The project team understands that the Utilities Technical Regulator is currently performing a review of the operation of these
codes. Should changes impact this analysis an update will be performed.

Icon Water
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The Water and Sewerage Network (Design and Maintenance) Code published in December 2000 is
an in-house Technical Code under the Technical Codes Determination, and allows for Icon Water to
publish its own standards relating the design and construction of the water and sewerage networks 4:

Water and Sewerage Network
(Design and Maintenance) Code

5

Design Standards
5.5 Sewerage network design standards
A Sewerage Utility must develop, maintain and
implement design standards for the Sewerage
Network that are consistent with the standards
listed in Schedule 2 to this Code.
At a minimum, the design standards must
address the following:
(1)

Design responsibilities;

(2)

Hydraulic design;

(3)

Structural design;

(4)

Connections;

(5)

Construction and materials;

(6)

Testing, commissioning, handover
and acceptance procedures; and

(7)

Standards listed in Schedule 2, as
amended from time to time, covering
sewerage supply practices.

Icon Water published its Water and Sewerage Service and Installation Rules (‘S&I rules’), in
December 2002. Revisions can be made to this document by Icon Water at any time.
These Acts and instruments apply to most utility and government stakeholders in the development
process, enabling protection of assets on an ongoing basis 5. A more detailed summary of the
legislative environment is present at Attachment A.

4

A separate item in this Code allows for rule-making for the Water Network; it has not been shown for brevity.

5

The Planning and Development Act 2007 and its subsidiary instruments, and the Building Act 2004 and its subsidiary
instrument, protects space required for utilities to have access to their infrastructure, or to maintain or protect clearances from
utility infrastructure. Requirements are referenced to the Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014; this ensures Icon Water’s
rules are also effective throughout the development planning process.

Icon Water
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Current state
Icon Water’s Service and Installation Rules
In the Australian Capital Territory (‘ACT’) Icon Water publishes Maintenance Access Passage
requirements in its S&I Rules, which are published on the internet. Appendix O to these rules
specifies 23 separate ‘Network connection principles’ and 10 ‘Pipe protection rules’.
Principles 8 and 16 specify that:
8.

Access to ACTEW assets at the rear of the property must not be impeded by structures. A
3000mm wide unhindered access route must be provided down at least one side of the block.

16.

Where special solutions are proposed to protect ACTEW’s assets, a specially designated
senior officer can only approve the proposal. All costs must be borne by the applicant.

The principles are legally effective and enforceable 6.

Icon Water’s Building requirements for Icon Water approval brochure
Icon Water also published a second document titled Building requirements for Icon Water approval
circa 2005 that discusses an alternative approach to MAPs. Pages 9-12 specify two different rules; for
an emergency access passage and a maintenance access passage:
Emergency access passage
To facilitate rapid fault rectification, an unhindered emergency access passage… is required from the
roadway through all properties containing sewer maintenance structures (manholes) to provide Icon
Water with 24 hour x 7 day access to clear sewage blockages.
Emergency and planned access can be combined along the same passage if the route is unobstructed
and accessible at all times from a roadway and meets the maintenance access width and height
requirements.
Maintenance access passage
Development of any type is not permitted in a maintenance access passage unless approved in writing
by Icon Water. The width and height is determined by the terrain, the depth of the pipeline, and the size
of excavation machinery employed by Icon Water. Deeper and larger pipes require large machinery for
maintenance or replacement.
Icon Water will consider alternative arrangements for maintenance access passages if the height and
width clearances specified… are maintained. This is to be approved in writing by Icon Water.
Pavement, stairs and ramps along the maintenance access passage must be approved in writing by
Icon Water. If approved, these are to be constructed of materials capable of bearing the wright of
excavation machinery and built in a manner to provide safe and unobstructed access to the network. For
safety reasons, the longitudinal slope of ramps or stairs should not be greater than 1:4 with a maximum
side slope of 1:6.

6

The ACT contains land owned by both the Territory and Federal Governments. The Territory Government does not have
jurisdiction over the Federal Government. Despite this Icon Water, ACTPLA (part of EPSDD), and the National Capital Authority
(NCA) work collaboratively to ensure a consistency of planning standards and applications across the ACT

Icon Water
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The document also contains a table specifying different maintenance passage requirements based on
the size and depth of infrastructure present in properties 7. A full extract of the relevant table is
included at Attachment B.
Figure 1.1: Formatted extract of Building requirements for Icon Water approval brochure
Sewer pipe
type
Gravity

Pipe depth
(m)
< 2.0

2.0 – 3.0

Pressure

Any

Pipe size
(mm)

Maintenance access
(width m x height m)

Emergency access
(width m x height m)

150-225

2.2 x 2.8

1.5 x 2.2

300-375

2.2 x 2.8

1.5 x 2.2

150-225

3.0 x 3.0

1.5 x 2.2

300-375

3.0 x 3.0

1.5 x 2.2

100-225

3.0 x 3.0

3.0 x 3.0

> 250
Any pipe larger or deeper than those above.

Subject to Icon Water engineering review of site
conditions and risk to property.

This document varies significantly from the published S&I Rules in terms of concepts and values. For
example, the concept of an Emergency access passage is not present in the S&I rules, nor any form
of access width differentiation based on pipe width and depths. Additionally the specification of
maximum longitudinal slope of ramps, retaining wall specifications, and passage height requirements
is not considered elsewhere.
The project team notes that as at September 2018, Icon Water’s network features approximately 200
active gravity sewerage pipes 100mm in diameter; these are not considered in the table above.
Publishing two contradictory documents can lead to internal misalignment, customer / developer
confusion, and inconsistent planning outcomes.

Registered easements
Icon Water, as a corporate entity, is also able to register an access easement with a third party. This
process is subject to the type of land in question (Designated / non-designated, Territory /
Commonwealth), and requires negotiation with the owner of the land in question.

In practice
Despite the S&I rules having legal effect, Icon Water’s staff have indicated that the rules in the
Building requirements for Icon Water approval document are more practically applied.
Recently we have also sought to use a registered easement on a property to cater for a complex
interaction of the development and our network.

7

This table has been edited and condensed for readability (no values have changed).

Icon Water
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Changes since the S&I rules were published
Decreasing block sizes
Canberra is a highly planned city, with development historically occurring through a governmentowned agency in predetermined areas. Until recently urban renewal and gentrification has not
organically occurred, meaning that staged suburban development has been the predominant
development type in the ACT.
The size of residential blocks in new suburban estates has decreased over time. Older Canberra
suburbs typically feature block sizes of approximately 900-1000m2; this has decreased in a linear
manner, with new blocks being released with 450-550m2.
Figures 1.2 and 1.3 (below) summarise average residential block sizes across Canberra’s developed
areas, based on analysis of residential and mixed-use property data in Icon Water’s GIS system 8.
Data presented is for both front and rear serviced properties.
Figure 1.2: Residential block size trends
Area

Developed

Average frontage

3m as a % of width

Inner Canberra

1950s

41m

7%

Woden Valley

1970s

39m

8%

Weston Creek

1980s

31m

10%

Tuggeranong

1990s

36m

8%

Belconnen

1990s

33m

9%

Gungahlin

2000s

28m

11%

Molonglo Valley

2010s

25m

12%

Figure 1.3: Residential block size trends (block size, left axis vs % of frontage, right axis)
14%

1,000
900

12%

800

10%

700
600

8%

500
6%

400
300

4%

200

2%

100
-

0%

Inner Canberra

Woden Valley

Weston Creek

Average block size (left axis)

8

Tuggeranong

Belconnen

Gungahlin

Molonglo Valley

3m as a % of average block width (right axis)

Data exported from GIS on 27 September 2018, based on block, section, and boundary information.
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The analysis performed has specifically excluded blocks smaller than 200m2 and larger than 2,000m2
to ensure that only residential properties have been counted.
Decreasing block sizes mean that the impact of Icon Water’s MAP is increased. Areas developed in
the 1950s saw ~11% of their block width reserved; this has increased to just over ~20% for
contemporary developments (for an assumed 3m).
This trend is likely to continue; recently the average greenfield block size in Melbourne was calculated
at 430m2 in 2017 9; with new developments featuring block sizes of between 350 and 500m2. Over
time it is likely that similar development trends will emerge in Canberra.
The data also highlights an increasing diversity of block sizes and frontages; older developments
generally featured frontages between 25 and 45m. As shown in Figure 1.4 (below), newer estates
feature smaller single dwelling results and larger multi-unit results. It is likely that single dwelling
blocks feature frontages between 20-30% less than those in Figures 1.2 and 1.3; this may practically
increase the % of blocks occupied by the MAP from 7-12% to 10-17%.
The high impost and diversity of block sizes suggests that a single and inflexible rule is less relevant
in the context of modern development.
Figure 1.4: Development frontage trends over time (residential and mixed use blocks only)
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

< 25m
Inner Canberra

9

25 - 35m
Woden Valley

Weston Creek

35 - 45m
Tuggeranong

45 - 55m
Belconnen

Gungahlin

> 55m
Molonglo Valley

Realestate.com.au, Blocks in Melbourne’s outer suburbs shrink as prices increase, 2017.
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Figure 1.5: Trend of front vs. rear sewered properties
Trend towards front sewered properties, but large cohort remains 10
Historical data shows that the number of properties with front sewers has increased as a total proportion of
developments over time. This is likely due to the aforementioned decreasing block sizes and access restriction
rules.
While the number of new rear-serviced blocks is low, a sizeable cohort of existing developments feature rear
sewers and will are impacted by MAP rules.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1945

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

Back

10

1980

Front

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

Uncertain

Please note that data is presented for the 10 years ending 2020.
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Red tape reduction efforts
In 2012 the ACT Government identified red tape reduction as a key priority to ensure the Territory’s
continued growth and prosperity. In 2015 this strategy was updated, with a key focus being a review
of “the nature and timing of information currently required in Estate Development Plan development
applications 11”.
An opportunity exists to review the existing MAP rule set in light of the current policies of the ACT
Government (general land development), Evoenergy (electricity and gas networks), TCCS
(stormwater network), and other relevant utilities. Should a reduction in complexity or an improvement
in the existing process be achievable then Icon Water should consider doing so.

New and more effective maintenance techniques
Since the introduction of the 3m rule in other states and territories, new maintenance techniques and
approaches have been developed and introduced that require smaller access widths. For example
hydro digging, pipe bursting, blown resin lining, and other pipe re-lining technologies all allow for the
performance of activities that may have previously required physical excavation.
Victorian utilities such as Yarra Valley Water and South East Water now actively prefer the use of
non-invasive technologies such as resin lining to deliver improved customer outcomes. Refer to
Figure 1.5 (below) for more information.
It is likely that Icon Water has adopted new technologies and techniques since the original publication
of the rules and will continue to do so going forward. It is therefore important to ensure that historical
planning rules such as the MAP continue to be relevant given contemporary work practices.

11

Chief Minister, Treasury, and Economic Development Directorate, Confident and business ready, 2015.
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Figure 1.7: Innovative technology case study
Pipe re-lining
We spoke to other utilities who have an active pipe re-lining program, performing several thousand resin relining operations per year. These jobs are typically performed after a pipe cleaning or inspection operation
notes cracks or slight deformations in the pipe surface.
The technology used (hot resin re-lining) requires a 30cm diameter shaft from ground level to the pipe; all work
can be performed through this passage.
Discussions with the entity reveal that this approach is actively preferred to pipe excavation and replacement.
Primary drivers for this preference are:
•

Higher overall speed – very little excavation is performed;

•

Less customer impact – generally only a small utility vehicle is required; no trucks or excavators are
used, reducing noise and disruption. Additionally the impact on customer properties is significantly
reduced and remediation is minimal;

•

Access is much less of an issue (equipment can be walked to the access shaft).

Icon Water has occasionally used these technologies in its reactive maintenance program. Going forward it is
likely that the use of similar innovative technologies with lower access requirements will grow.

Icon Water
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Jurisdictional comparison
MAP rules applied in other jurisdictions have been updated over time to reflect contemporary
development practises, technology, and other localised government and utility preferences.
Icon Water performed research on major water utilities on Australia’s east coast (Victoria, New South
Wales, and Queensland). Technical standards were compared with key outcomes compiled across
two areas:
 Technical requirements, as specified in each utility’s rule set; and
 Operational outcomes, derived from interviews with each utility.

Technical requirements
Figure 1.9 (below) summarises the approach of each state and territory. A more detailed copy of this
table, including references to source material, is included at Attachment C.
Figure 1.9: High level summary of MAP approaches by select utilities
VIC
Category

Item

Rule set-up

Requirement?

Passage width

Other info

NSW

MRWA 12

Coliban

Sydney





Basis of rule

WSAA 13

How applied?

QLD
QUU

Unitywater







Self

Self

WSAA13

WSAA13

Planning
standards

Planning
standards

Gov’t
determined

Gov’t
determined

Gov’t
determined

If manhole

1.00m

0.82m

1.00m

1.00m

1.00m

If sewer pipe

1.00m

2.00m

n/a

1.00m

1.00m

Popn served

4.4m

0.2m

4.9m

1.4m

0.7m

Several insights can be gleaned from the research performed:
 All utilities reviewed have access passages to protect assets such as manholes and sewer
networks. Emergency access passages are occasionally specified.
 Some rely on internally developed utility planning codes, some registered easements, and others
local government planning processes.
 Those cities that have aligned with the WSAA standard generally did so following government
processes determining a 1m access passage width. These utilities did not specify this width
themselves.
 Smaller utilities (such as Coliban) allow for larger access passages, and have done so as a result
of utility-led processes. There may be a correlation with lower levels of density.
 Larger utilities (such as Sydney Water) have restricted passage requirements, often externally
imposed, and limited to key assets only (such as manholes).

12

Melbourne Retail Water Agencies (South East Water, Yarra Valley Water, and City West Water).

13

Please note that these standards are the relevant utility’s WSAA-aligned standard, not the version published by WSAA.
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Operational outcomes
To supplement the literature review performed the project team contacted a number of utilities in
eastern states to obtain information about the day to day practicalities of each rule set.
While it was not possible to perform detailed interviews with all states, the project team did speak with
a cross-section of utilities including Yarra Valley Water, Queensland Urban Utilities, South East Water
and Sydney Water.
Each respondent’s sewer break and choke performance per the 2016-17 National Performance
Report was reviewed; there did not appear to be a correlation between these metrics and access
widths 14. The detail of discussions held is documented in Attachment C, however were able to be
summarised into general themes:
Per-block MAPs are preferred
Most jurisdictions prefer the clarity and enforceability of MAPs that are applied to all developed
blocks. Combined and hybrid approaches face issues when transferring ownership and with minor
works that do not require Development Approval.
Larger governments typically centralise planning
The Governments of larger areas have consolidated all planning rules and requirements into
centralised documents. This has often reduced the control and specificity of utility access
requirements, generally leading to (perceived) sub-optimal maintenance outcomes.
Non-structural items
Planning generally addresses the size and location of built structures on a property. When visiting
sites many utilities have noticed that properties are often constructed in different locations to
approved plans, or that non-structural items (such as hot water systems or air conditioners) impede
on the approved access passage.
Stakeholder preferences
States with smaller accesses face continued lobbying from developers to reduce the portion of land
required for utility maintenance requirements. This highlights that while Canberra is an outlier in its
terms of the 3m specification the general level and direction of industry lobbying is not.
Customer focus
All utilities emphasised the importance of strong customer outcomes; having large trucks obstruct
properties and traffic, or having repair jobs take extended periods of time generally contribute to
negative customer experiences. All utilities favoured approaches that reduced disturbances or the
time taken to complete work.

14

This is a logical result, with sewer breaks and chokes being a complex interaction of climate, local conditions, network
characteristics, and load factors.
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Some utilities discussed increasingly difficult excavations in built-up areas; particularly behind
commercial premises or in backyards without sufficient digger access. Figure 1.10 outlines two recent
excavations performed by Yarra Valley Water. These highlighted that insufficient access can have
time, cost, and operational impacts.
It is likely that in the long-run Icon Water will face similar challenges as Canberra continues to grow
and densify.
Figure 1.10: Confined space excavation case study
Pipe maintenance in confined excavations
One of the utilities contracts out key tasks assessed as being high risk; these include complex excavations. In
the two examples below the outsourced contractor was able to select their preferred excavation method; both
times selecting hand digging.
These two jobs were between 4m and 6m deep, but can be as deep as 11m. We were advised that these
larger excavations often take several days and cost in excess $100,000 each due to complexity and size.
[Location removed]
150mm main had collapsed underneath a
factory, with highly limited access.
A vertical shaft was constructed, wide
enough for a single person, which was
hand excavated

[Location removed]
150mm main break underneath property
at a depth of 6m.
Limited rear access, requiring a similar
hand excavated shaft.
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Chapter conclusion
Conclusion: Part 1
As a result of the analysis in this chapter:
•

The existing 3m rule needs to be reviewed to consider contemporary development practices,
maintenance techniques, and the expectations of Icon Water’s stakeholders.

•

Icon Water’s rules and practices need to be standardised to avoid confusion. In particular, Appendix
O to the S&I Rules, the Building requirements for Icon Water approval brochure, and other relevant
materials published by Icon Water should be aligned.

•

Any new rule should continue to apply on a block-by-block basis.

•

If any changes are proposed (i.e. a new process), their implementation should be considered and
discussed so that recommendations are actionable by the business.
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Part 2: Process and
assessment
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Principles
This chapter establishes the framework and process by which possible options will be assessed. It
establishes principles that represent the characteristics of a hypothetical end outcome and then sets
up a methodology for progressively selecting rule characteristics.
Please note that this report will consider all options and then determine Icon Water’s preferred
outcome. As noted in the introduction, there is a need to review the rules, but not a need to avoid one
particular outcome (as was the case with the 2017 Water and Sewerage Capital Contributions Code
review).
This project will utilise a multi-criteria analysis to determine a preferred outcome. This is consistent
with the general approach taken by Icon Water for projects and planning decisions. To do so a
number of principles are required that will form the assessment’s basis.

Development process
To develop possible principles an initial brainstorming process was performed, identifying and listing
15 principles that might apply. These were then workshopped to determine a list of eight principles
that reflected the project’s aims.
This list was shared with Icon Water’s principal engineers as well as key project stakeholders for
feedback, and discussed and edited as part of a project workshop. Following this the list was shared
widely with all impacted parties for comment and edits. Two further revisions (splitting of the ‘efficient’
principle, and introduction of Customer Centric) were made during the WS&P workshop.
A key feature of the principles is that they trade off desirable outcomes on the understanding that
some may be mutually exclusive.

Proposed principles
Principle

Description

Simple

Easy to understand and administer. Avoids complexity or internal inconsistency.

Allows safe access

Does not impede the physical access or safe work practises of Icon Water crews.
Does not expose Icon Water staff or the community to unacceptable risk.

Operationally efficient

Allows for the efficient management and maintenance of Icon Water’s network.
This includes allowing crews and staff to use appropriate tools and resources.

Cost efficient

Achieves outcomes in a cost-effective manner.

Enforceable

Able to be enforced on an ongoing basis.

Supports development

Supports government and developers in maximising the efficient use of land in the
long-run. This considers both initial land sales and ongoing property maintenance.

Customer centric

Supports positive customer outcomes over the life cycle of properties and Icon
Water assets.

Flexible

Can take different types of development and infrastructure into account.
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Assessment of principles
In addition to project stakeholder consultation, the principles were also reviewed in light of relevant
legislative and organisational objectives to ensure appropriateness.
Figure 2.1: Assessment against legislation – Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act principles 15
#

Section

A

Ensure the safe, reliable and efficient delivery of regulated utility
services



Safe access
Efficient (both)
Enforceable
Supports dev’t

B

Promote the long-term serviceability of regulated utility networks
and regulated utility services



Safe access
Efficient (both)
Customer centric
Flexible

C

Promote design integrity and functionality of regulated utility
networks



Simple
Enforceable
Flexible

Ensure the safe and reliable operation and maintenance of
regulated utility networks and regulated utility services to protect
the following:
(i) the public;
(ii) people working on regulated utility networks…;
(iii) property near regulated utility networks …;
(iv) the environment



Efficient (both)
Enforceable
Customer centric

D

Match?

Which principles?

Figure 2.2: Assessment against Icon Water’s business objectives
#

Section

Match?

Which principles?

1

Enhance the customer experience



Customer centric
Efficient (operational)
Supports dev’t
Flexible

2

Deliver sustainable value for our community and shareholders



Efficient (cost)
Enforceable
Supports dev’t

3

Build a safe, innovative, and inclusive workplace



Allows safe access
Efficient (both)
Flexible

Based on the analysis performed, the chosen principles are appropriate for the business and the
possible modification of Icon Water’s S&I rules. They will be used in analysis for the remainder of this
report’s process.
Please note that criteria have been weighted in the performance of the multi-criteria analysis later in
this report. Weightings and their rational are discussed in Part 5.

15

http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2014-60/current/pdf/2014-60.pdf
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Approach to be used
Two stage approach
The remainder of this report will analyse possible MAP options in two steps:
One - Framework development
This includes identifying a legal process through which access passage rights can be enforced;
determining the form of access passage to apple, and finally developing, assessing, and selecting key
criteria by which possible MAP scenarios should be differentiated.
The outcome of this work is to deliver a process and table identifying different scenarios that require
specific maintenance access passages. The process will use the principles as an assessment tool to
derive an optimum overall result.
Two – Passage width analysis
Once the framework has been determined this report will then solve for preferred access width
settings. This will include a detailed assessment of the safety, access, cost, risk, and efficiency
considerations from changing access widths in each framework scenario.
Real-world case studies were analysed to consider the impact changed access widths would have on
operations. Workshop outputs are inherent in the analysis in this report, however a specific summary
has been included at Attachment J.

Specialist resources
The project team has engaged two consultants to assist with the analysis above:
 Warren Smith & Partners (WS&P) 16: Support in evaluating frameworks in Part 3, assessing the
engineering facets of Part 4, and in performing multi-criteria analysis in Part 5.
 Palisade: Support in evaluating the cost performance of any possible new rule set, as
documented in Part 4.
Reports and commentary from these specialists have been referenced and included where relevant.

Chapter conclusion
Conclusion: Part 2
As a result of the analysis in this chapter:

16

•

The seven principles will be utilised for assessment, and form the basis of the multi-criteria analysis.

•

The analysis will be performed in two stages; framework, then access widths.

To be called WS&P for the remainder of this paper.
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Part 3: Review of
approach to MAPs
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Overview
This chapter works through characteristics, and criteria that can be used to set out a framework and
process for assessing and applying maintenance access passages. As noted in Chapter 3, the
principles will be used to assess overall outcomes.
Primary trade-offs when developing frameworks are between simplicity (ease of use), efficiency (time
to administer), and flexibility (ability to take unique situations into account).
For reference the three key stakeholders impacted by changes to the framework are Icon Water’s
Building approvals team and Icon Water’s field crews. External to Icon Water Developers and their
consultants were also considered, as outlined below.
Figure 3.1: Stakeholders impacted by framework changes
Stakeholder

Impact

Icon Water Building
approvals team

Required to apply new rules to the Development Application process.

Icon Water field crews
and maintenance staff

Impacted by changed physical property characteristics in the long run.

Impacted by the clarity and complexity of rules – outcome of rules will increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of the team

Likely not to see impact for 5-20 years, as pipe failures low until ageing occurs.
Impacted by changes to the ability of staff members to access properties with
the right equipment

Developers and
development consultants

Impacted by the clarity and complexity of rules – outcome of rules will increase
clarity and efficiency.
Impacted by the flexibility of the rules – broad based framework elements may
restrict development on-site unnecessarily.

This chapter will discuss preferred legal approach (Planning rules vs. Registered easement vs.
Record of administrative interests) for establishing MAPs, the form of rules, and finally discuss the
elements that may be used in a framework.
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Legal mechanism
As outlined in the introduction, there are two legal mechanisms 17 by which access passages can be
created and enforced:
 Existing utility planning powers; and
 Registered easements

Existing utility planning powers
These powers are created under the Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014 18, and provide Icon
Water with the ability to review and place conditions on properties during the Building Approval and
Development Application process. This generally involves not signing off on hydraulic plans until
network protection elements such as asset clearances and MAPs are appropriate.
Icon Water currently uses this approach in virtually all cases. A summary of its strengths and
weaknesses is shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Analysis of existing approach
Category

Consideration

Strengths

Already relatively well understood by all parties and accepted by industry
Simple to administer and apply – no special paperwork is required once standard is approved,
and work is supported by legacy IT systems.

Weaknesses

The access passage does not show up on property titles and is not widely published in
planning documents.
Should a property be built in violation of the rules Icon Water’s ability to rectify the issue is
limited, particularly if conditions were not explicitly noted during development planning.
Currently limited in its ability to require special access requirements (i.e. permanent gates) for
multi-unit sites.
Limited ability to describe properties with complex access routes.

Registered access easements
Easements can provide entities and people with legally enforceable rights over a property. For
example, an access easement can be registered over a property, which grants a third party the right
to traverse it as needed.
This right can be registered on the property’s legal title, and is generally publically viewable. Should
the property be sold or a redevelopment be proposed, the right continues to exist (as it is not an
agreement with the owner at that time). The key benefits of easements relate to their clarity and
specificity; they are generally drawn as maps. This clarity generally requires more effort (preparation
and submission time) and expertise (legal) on an ongoing basis. A more detailed analysis of its
strengths and weaknesses is shown in Figure 3.3.

17

Technically, individual agreements can be negotiated and signed with property owners, however this is not an efficient, cost
effective, or permanent approach and will not be considered further.

18

Refer to Attachment A for further information regarding this legislative environment.
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Icon Water rarely uses easements; generally only larger pipelines and a small number of
developments have utilised this approach to date.
Figure 3.3: Analysis of easements
Category

Consideration

Strengths

Allows for development to be accommodated in more complex scenarios (e.g. pressure
sewers, multi-unit developments with tenant fences that cross the pipe protection envelope,
where an access passage is not straight etc.)
Visible and permanent registration of Icon Water’s MAP requirements.
Icon Water has legal recourse should the access passage be interfered with.
Mapped on the property title, making the exact size and shape of the passage clear.
Able to take complex property types, routes, and complex shapes into account.

Weaknesses

Requires formal registration with the ACT Land Titles Office, incurring Icon Water staff time
and fees for developers. Legal advice may also be required given the specific and technical
nature of the easement process.
Less efficient than the current process. Requires additional time investment and developer
negotiation.

Please note that the easement registration process is dependent on the lease and type of the land in
question. An explanation of this is included at Attachment E for reference; practically the advice and
assistance of Legal Services would be sought to navigate this process.
To summarise the existing process is efficient and broadly appropriate, but not able to take
complicated situations and developments into account. The registered easement process requires
additional time and resources, however can deliver a superior result.

Assessment
Icon Water process approximately 5,000 Building Approval applications per year. Of these
approximately 100-150 (2-3%) are highly complex and require negotiated outcomes outside of the
existing framework.
A multi criteria analysis was performed on these two options and a third hybrid option – as shown in
Figure 3.4. Criteria were weighted equally.
Figure 3.4: MCA on legal approach 19
Principle

Planning rules only

Registered easements only

Hybrid approach

Simple

5

Simple and existing
process, already
implemented
internally.

2

Difficult to implement and
operate on an ongoing
basis. Requires legal
assistance.

4

Balance of simplicity
in vast majority of
cases.

Allows safe
access

4

Cannot resolve 2-3%
of cases annually.

5

Able to cater for all
circumstances and
situations.

5

Able to cater for all
circumstances and
situations.

Operationally
efficient

4

Difficulty planning for
complex

4

Incremental effort,
however better and more
robust outcomes.

4

Easy to implement –
limited incremental

19

All scores are out of five with a maximum score of 40.
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Principle

Planning rules only

Registered easements only

Hybrid approach

developments. No
incremental effort.
Cost efficient

5

effort above current
practices.

Easy to implement

1

Costly to implement.

4

Limited incremental
cost to implement.

Enforceable

3

Not published on land
titles. Enforceable but
requires legal action to
do so.

4

Published and visible, but
enforcement still requires
legal action.

4

Published on titles
for complex cases;
for all others passive
approach taken.

Supports
development

3

No differentiation.

3

No differentiation.

3

No differentiation.

Customer
centric

3

No differentiation.

3

No differentiation.

3

No differentiation.

Flexible

4

Able to consider most
types of development.

5

Able to cater for all
circumstances and
situations.

5

Able to cater for all
circumstances and
situations.

Total

31

2nd

27

3rd

32

1st

A multi-criteria analysis was performed on these three options, with broadly comparable scores being
received. The hybrid option received a slightly favourable score based on its simplicity and efficiency.
On this basis an argument could be made to segregate the overall approach on the basis of
complexity, with all non-complex applications being assessed under the Utilities Act Framework.
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Form and type of passage(s)
As noted in Part 2, there is one formal access passage documented in Icon Water’s S&I rules, and
two documented in the Building guidelines document. It is appropriate to consider whether one, both,
or a new type of passage is needed to support the review’s competing principles.
In short the different types are:
 Maintenance access passage: An undeveloped pathway of land to provide Icon Water crews with
access to network elements within a property. Must have gradient profiles that allow machinery
to pass through.
 Emergency access passage (EAP): An “unhindered” passage to provide Icon Water with access
to manholes to clear sewer blockages.
One hypothetical example was discussed, with a MAP being approved (under the Guidelines) through
a garage; meaning that a separate EAP was required for emergency access after-hours in case the
resident was not home. The frequency of this scenario, is very low.
From a planning perspective, it is unclear what additional access or benefit an Emergency access
passage provides if the Maintenance access passage rules are fully complied with. Properties with
maintenance holes in their backyards have connecting pipes by definitions; from a planning
perspective, there is no benefit in applying a second, less onerous rule.
From a practical perspective, a MAP should be unobstructed at all times.
In summary, the inclusion of an EAP would be a less simple and less efficient planning outcome.
Complex cases would be best dealt with via registered easements (i.e. specifying unlockable gate).
As a result this review will consider only a Maintenance access passage going forward.
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Framework elements
The following section of this document will discuss a number of criteria which any possible framework
could include. Each criteria will be discussed and based on their significance and impact, be allocated
into one of three categories:
 Not relevant (and not considered in the framework);
 Relevant (and considered in the framework); and
 An indicator or a complex development (and be used to differentiate between the Planning rules
and Registered easement approach).
The objective of this chapter is to develop a framework that is simple, efficient, enforceable, customer
centric, and flexible. A reconciliation of why is shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Discussion of principle relevance to framework analysis
Principle

Does this principle apply to framework design?

Simple

Yes (usability)

Allows safe access

No

Operationally efficient

Yes (efficiency of administration)

Cost efficient

Yes (cost effectiveness)

Enforceable

Yes (applicability)

Supports development

Yes (does not hinder development)

Customer centric

Yes (customer experience)

Flexible

Yes (majority of developments)

These characteristics have inherent trade-offs – a simple framework may be less enforceable (as it
caters to less specific circumstances) and less flexible (as it cannot consider many alternative cases).
A compromise between these is required in the following analysis.
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Differentiation between development types
A development type distinction could be based on ACT Territory Plan zoning (e.g. RZ1-4, CZ1-3, etc),
the size of the development in square meters, or a general residential / commercial/ industrial
assessment.
While high level assessments are possible based on the general zoning of an area (which is required
before development can occur), detailed assessments that require information such as the size or
capacity of a building may be more difficult to obtain, or take additional time and resources to
compute.
This distinction would work for standard suburban residential streets or small to medium shopping
precincts. However, larger mixed-use developments or urban streets contain multiple development
types that should not be differentiated. For example, Lonsdale Street in Braddon contains car parks,
industrial sites, commercial, residential, and office space, however the underlying built form of the
buildings does not vary. There is no different approach to our network for these; this indicates limited
relevance.
Is it not clear how differentiating between development types would benefit the application of planning
rules.
Recommendation: Not directly relevant, and do not consider in the framework.

Differentiation of specific multi-unit developments
While the analysis above has concluded that the overall development type is not relevant for a
framework, it has been identified that a particular type of development generates more complex
considerations during the DA/BA process.
Multi-unit developments with a rear sewer frequently install fences across the existing pipe protection
envelope. This can create circumstances where Icon Water crews need to dismantle several fences
to access key elements of the network (refer to the case study on this scenario – [Removed] – at
Attachment E).
In particular, the development’s characteristics required a step-change in staff time, involvement, and
ultimately the registering of an easement over the property to cater for the complex site conditions.
The key factor that led to an easement being applied was that the site ran fences along the existing
pipe protection envelope, complicating access.
Recommendation: That this characteristic be used as an indicator of a complex development, and
used to differentiate between Planning Rule and Registered Easement approaches.
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Differentiation between pipe criticality
In 2017 the Long Term Network Delivery Planning team, with the assistance of AECOM, produced a
summary of the reactive maintenance performed on Icon Water’s network for the past decade. This
exercise was performed as part of maintenance modelling for the upcoming 2018-23 regulatory
submission.
Part of this exercise assigned a ‘criticality’ rating to pipes in the sewerage network. Ratings were
assigned based on:
 The size and depth of pipes;
 Whether pipes were installed underneath buildings, railways, canals, or motorways;
 Whether pipes would be highly costly or difficult to repair.
The result is the attribution of 54 codes to the network, each representing the level of criticality of
each pipe in Icon Water’s network.
Figure 3.6: Strengths and weaknesses of a distinction based on pipe criticality
Category

Consideration

Strengths

Nuanced approach leads to an accurate application of rules to protect the areas of Icon
Water’s network most at risk or that have material customer impacts.

Weaknesses

A single pipe’s classification may change over time depending on upstream network loadings
and developments in the pipe’s local area. Additionally the ratings are generally only updated
once per exercise; this is likely to be each regulatory submission (5 years).
The use of criticality ratings is also highly complex, and difficult to administer, both in terms of
researching and identifying the criticality of a pipe in the backyard of a property, and in terms
of looking up and applying a highly differentiated set of criteria. Were the 54 codes to be
mapped to width requirements, a reconciliation process would be required.
Most applications received are for new suburban developments; it is likely that criticality
calculations will not have been performed for these areas.

The criticality measure has some characteristics that lend themselves to access width differentiation,
namely pipe depth (excavation requirements) and pipe size (customers impacted). However, the use
of Icon Water’s formal pipe criticality metric is too complex and not timely enough for adoption. Its
application would require time consuming processes, and the requirements of such a framework
would be difficult to communicate to the development community.
Recommendation: Not directly relevant, and do not consider in the framework. Consider pipe depth
and pipe size (which are criticality components) as possible differentiators.
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Differentiation between pipe sizes
A variety of pipe sizes are installed in the front and backyards of properties across Canberra, ranging
from 100mm to 1,500mm. Smaller pipes typically feed into larger pipes in each sewerage catchment,
meaning that larger pipes generally service more customer properties.
Icon Water is a customer focused business, and incidents impacting high numbers of customers
require urgent attention. Rapid access, evaluation, and intervention may require larger access
passages than would normally be required.
A summary of the distribution of pipe sizes across Canberra properties is below. Further information
on the production and compilation of this data set is included at Attachment G. Please note that a
result for any pipe size or depth means that there is one property (block) that has these
characteristics, meaning pipes are split across multiple properties. Analysis has not been performed
at the pipe level to ensure considerations are relevant to property planning laws.
Figure 3.7: Breakdown of sewerage network by size and interaction with properties
Pipe size (mm)

Back of property

Front of property

Total

100

86

114

200

150

50,884

62,999

113,883

225

1,424

3,862

5,286

300

276

927

1,203

375

22

209

231

450

12

18

30

6

30

36

52,710

68,159

120,869

525 and above
Total

This data can also be expressed as percentages of the network.
Figure 3.8: Breakdown of network by grouped size and property location information
Distribution of pipe
sizes

Back
#

150mm or less

Front
%

#

%

50,970

97%

63,113

93%

225mm

1,424

3%

3,862

6%

300mm

276

1%

927

1%

40

0%

257

0%

52,710

100%

68,159

100%

357mm or more
Total

Pipe flow exponentially increases based on pipe size. Similarly, larger pipes in Icon Water’s network
generally service more customers directly (large development) or indirectly (location in catchment).
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It is therefore reasonable to draw a linkage between pipe size and its associated impact on customers
should a failure occur.
Icon Water may consider that a larger failed pipe is more important than a smaller failed pipe, as it
impacts more customers. It is thus best to repair this on an expedited basis. If a differentiated access
would allow for quicker access and intervention than this should be considered as part of a
framework.
The underlying data suggests that a two or three-tier distinction based on pipe size would achieve a
high level of coverage of Icon Water’s network, and allow for the varied access of equipment based
on the number of customers hypothetically impacted.
Two options are possible:
 <=150mm, 225mm, and =>300mm, covering 100% of rear serviced properties.
 <=150mm, and =>225mm, covering 100% of rear serviced properties.
Analysis of the pipe data set suggests that the majority (71%) of 300mm and larger pipes were
constructed in the period between 1960 and 1970, and that their construction is rare in modern
developments. Since 2010, only 9 pipes (3%) have been built in property backyards.
Figure 3.9: Pipes in backyards: 300mm and larger, by grouped year of installation
120

100

80

300
375

60

450
525

40

750
20

-

1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 2005 2010 2015

Due to the immaterial number of larger pipe developments, option 2 is preferred with a small
qualification; that the second category (225mm) caters for a virtually immaterial (3.3%) portion of
backyard pipes; its inclusion may not be the simplest expression of a framework.
Stakeholder feedback
This option was workshopped with Icon Water maintenance teams (refer to Parts 4 and 5), who advised that
equipment and work practices do not change for different pipe sizes.
As a result there is no practical reason to distinguish between pipe size in any planning framework.

Recommendation: Not directly relevant, and do not adopt in the framework as a key differentiator.
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Differentiation by depth
Pipe depth is a primary driver of the work processes and equipment used to access network
elements. From the number of staff required, to the ideal equipment (such as an excavator), to the
safety equipment used, the depth defines the likely form of a network intervention.
Network analysis (shown below) indicates that there is variation in the depth of pipes in backyards
across the network, with a 60%/30%/5% split between 1-2m deep, 2-3m deep, and 3-4m deep
respectively.
Figure 3.10: Backyard pipes, split by depth and size.
35,000

100
150

30,000

225
300

25,000

375
450

20,000

525
750

15,000

10,000

5,000

1m to 2m

2m to 3m

3m to 4m

4m to 5m

5m to 6m

6m to 7m

7m to 8m

This indicates that the backyard sewer network can be grouped into a number of small, distinct
categories. These groups may be based on critical engineering factors (informed by the analysis in
Part 4) or key factors in the underlying data set.
An illustrative table is below, showing the coverage of Icon Water’s backyard network by depth.
Distribution of pipe
depths

Back
#

Front
%

#

%

Up to 2m

31,892

61%

34,335

50%

2m to 3m

18,546

35%

27,950

41%

2,272

4%

4,845

9%

52,710

100%

68,159

100%

3m or more
Total

Should engineering analysis indicate that a natural break exists in the depth profile (for example,
Digger A can excavate to 2.75m and Digger B can excavate to 4m) then a two-stage table appears
highly appropriate. Initial discussions have indicated that Icon Water’s small digger fleet can excavate
to approximately 3m deep. This lends itself to such an outcome.
Recommendation: These considerations mean that depth should be considered as a primary driver of
the framework.
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Differentiation between pressure and gravity pipes
Icon Water’s sewer network contains a combination of gravity and pressure pipes. Due to their
pressure, faults such as cracks or breaks can have a much larger network, customer, and
environmental impact.
Pressure pipes are not generally seen in backyards as residential collection points 20; they often
transport material between bulk or trunk pumping stations. Generally they are larger in size and
deeper than standard household collection pipes.
Because of their function in the context of Icon Water’s network, it is important that defects in their
operation are resolved as a matter of priority. As at September 2018 no pressure mains cross
residential properties; some commercial estates are traversed (in Oaks Estate and Fyshwick).
Attachment G shows the current pressure mains in the ACT.
From a simplicity perspective, adding a new framework category to cater for <1% of the network is
sub-optimal.
This minor category could simply be added into a criteria determining when the planning rules or a
registered easement would apply. Given the critical role of pressure pipelines (for sewer) and their
higher consequence this more rigorous approach seems justified.
Recommendation: Use the pressure characteristic as a criteria to apple the Registered Easement
process. Do not include in the framework.

Differentiation at Icon Water’s discretion
The location and characteristics of developments and Icon Water’s network, while able to be
generalised, will eventually produce combinations of circumstances that are not possible to predict.
For this reason, the process and framework should include the ability for Icon Water to also apply an
easement at its discretion, to allow / enable the network function to be exercised appropriately and
support development.
Recommendation: Include the ability for Icon Water to apply the registered easement approach at its
discretion and in negotiation with developers.

20

With the exception of the Uriarra sewerage system. It is not envisaged that similar systems will be built in the foreseeable
future due to their high cost.
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Alternative approaches to access passages
‘Pod of lots’ approach
Interviews performed with MRWA entities in Part 1 identified that some new greenfield estates employ
a ‘pod of lots’ approach, which specifies that only some properties feature predefined access
passages, with adjacent properties not requiring any access. Passages are distributed across estates
in such a way that any house can theoretically be accessed through a single fence, as shown below.
Figure 3.11: Example ‘pod of lots’ distribution
Service road

House 1

House 2

House 3

House 4

House 5

House 6

Etc.

House 7

House 8

House 9

House 10

House 11

House 12

Etc.

Service road

In the example above houses coloured orange have large access passages, generally registered as
easements. This approach assumes that streets are straight and that blocks are relatively flat. All
other houses are theoretically accessible as follows:
 The rear of houses 1, 3, 7, 8, and 9 are accessible through the passage for house 2
 The rear of houses 4, 5, 6, 10, and 12 are accessible through the passage for house 11.
The effectiveness of this approach is limited by (the aforementioned) site layout and topography, and
the way in which properties develop in the decades after their construction. Dense gardens, retaining
walls, soil height changes, and backyard structures all limit the practicality of this approach on a
widespread basis.
This approach may be useful for very small blocks where front servicing is not appropriate, such as
affordable housing sites. Pipe depth limitations, registered easements, and unlockable gates may be
required to ensure its practicality. Should these not be specified it likely that any intervention will result
in significant customer disruption.
Additionally the maintenance access passage may need to be much larger than would otherwise be
required, as it needs to cater for the varied maintenance requirements of six, not one block. The block
containing this registered easement may have its value materially reduced, particularly if it is an
(already small) affordable site.
The project team therefore recommends that this approach be kept as a possible option for affordable
sites for greenfield estates, but that it not be used as common practice.
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Chapter conclusion
Figure 3.12 below summarises the considerations in this chapter.
Figure 3.12: Summary of considerations
Characteristic

Relevant

Not relevant

Framework element

Excluded

Complexity indicator



Development type



Multi-unit sewer crossing
Pipe criticality



Pipe size




Pipe pressure
Pipe depth




At Icon Water’s discretion

The pipe size indicator will be informed by detailed engineering analysis during Part 4. For illustrative
purposes a draft process and outcome is shown below.
Figure 3.13: Draft framework outcome (to be further informed by Part 4 and 5 analysis)

Step 1

Step 2

Does the property contain any of the following
items?

Apply the following access passage width
(depths as examples only).

•
•
•
•

Pressure sewer;
Multi-unit development with tenant
fences crossing the Pipe Protection
Envelope inside the site boundary;
A maintenance access passage not
being in a straight line;
Characteristics that in our assessment,
make the site complex or non-standard?

-> If so, apply the Registered Easement process.
-> If not, proceed to Step 2.

Depth (m)

MAP (m)

<= 2m

X

2-3m

Y

> 3m

Z

Please note that gradient and buffer
requirements may also apply.

Chapter conclusion
Conclusion: Part 3
As a result of the analysis in this chapter:
•

A hybrid easement and planning law approach will be used, with pressure, multi unit, and
discretionary differentiation factors.

•

A maintenance access passage will be used; no emergency access passage will apply.

•

A single criteria framework will be applied based on pipe depth.
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Part 4: Key access
width considerations
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Backyard intervention types
The items discussed this chapter relate to the physical access to, operation of, and maintenance of
Icon Water’s sewerage network on a day-to-day basis. They require a detailed understanding of Icon
Water’s ongoing maintenance activity and the tools and techniques used to undertake this.

Overview of maintenance activities
To inform analysis the project team compiled a list of all possible maintenance activities that could
take place in property backyards. As noted in the WS&P report at Attachment N, they include:
 Trench excavation to repair a section of pipe;
 Trench excavation to facilitate pipe bursting works to replace a section of pipe;
 Routine inspections and CCTV inspection of sewers from maintenance holes;
 Unblocking sewers by jet rodding from a maintenance hole; and
 Pipeline re-lining works from a maintenance hole.
A brief analysis of each activity type is below, highlighting the component tasks and key equipment
and materials required. Please note that the following section is a direct quote from pages four
through six of the Attachment.
Pipe repair
The following tasks are undertaken for a pipe repair (replacement of a section of pipe):
 Excavation of pipeline using an appropriate size excavator;
 Localised stockpiling and protecting of excavated material;
 Battering/benching and/or shoring of trench side walls;
 Removal of damaged section of pipe and installation of new pipe;
 Backfilling and compacting;
 Surface restoration;
Figure 4.1: Example pipe excavation and repair
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Pipe bursting
Discussions were held with industry suppliers within Icon Water to obtain an understanding of the
equipment and resources that would be required when undertaking pipe bursting activities. It is
understood that the following tasks would be undertaken:
 Excavation of a launch and receiving pit at maintenance holes (‘MHs’) using an appropriate size
of excavator;
 Localised stockpiling and protecting of excavated material;
 Battering/benching and/or shoring of trench side walls;
 Inserting of pipe bursting equipment and threading in of new pipe;
 Backfilling and compacting;
 Surface site restoration;
Figure 4.2: Example pipe bursting

CCTV inspections
CCTV inspections comprise of the following tasks:
 A vehicle fitted with the CCTV equipment is parked on the road, close to the access passage to
a MH;
 Thereafter the CCTV equipment is taken to the MH and lowered into the MH;
 CCTV recording is undertaken and finally the equipment is retrieved;
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Jet rodding of sewers
There are two methods to unblock sewers (jet rodding and using an ‘electric eel’. Icon Water uses jet
rodding as its preferred approach. Discussions were held with industry experts and Icon Water staff to
confirm.
The following tasks would be undertaken for unblocking of sewers:
 Access to a MH and inserting of the jet rodding equipment;
 Undertaking of jet rodding of sewer pipeline to unblock sewer;
 Removal of jet rodding equipment;
 Removal of debris
Pipeline re-lining
Discussions were held with Icon Water teams to obtain an understanding of the likelihood of
undertaking pipeline rehabilitation by relining of sewer pipelines. It is understood that this approach is
not common and pipe bursting is likely to be the preferred solution for pipe renewal.
Discussions with industry specialist were undertaken to obtain an understanding of the requirements
for pipeline relining and were noted as follows:
 Pipeline relining can be undertaken on existing sewer pipelines and no excavation is required on
the pipeline;
 Lateral connections can be reconnected using robotic cutting equipment;
 All works are undertaken from existing MH’s and the liner is mounted on a reel, which is located
on a maintenance truck. The liner is fed into the existing pipe via a winding machine that winds
the liner into place within the existing pipe;
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Required equipment
Figure 4.1 outlines the equipment required for each work type. The table has been arranged so that
large items are at the top, and small items are at the bottom.
Figure 4.1: Equipment required for completion of work by Icon Water
Required equipment

Pipe repair

Pipe
bursting

Excavator 21





Shoring and benching





CCTV
inspections



Dingo
Replacement pipes

Jet rodding






Pipe re-liner



Pipe bursting equipment
Compaction equipment



Soil management
equipment



Maintenance hole








CCTV equipment



Jet rodder
Hand tools

Pipe relining











Icon Water owns, or is able to readily access this equipment on the open market (buy or hire). Full
details of the size and type of each equipment type is included in Attachment N, however in summary
the two largest pieces of equipment used on a regular basis are:
 Excavators; and
 Shoring / benching.
These items are the bulkiest and heaviest across all work types. Discussions during the Workshop
held confirmed this perspective, with the general approach to backyard engagements dictated by the
team’s ability to move excavation and shoring equipment into the work site.

21

Please note that a backhoe is occasionally used by Icon Water during peak periods. It is reasonable to assume that
commercially available equipment can be used as an alternative by Icon Water. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis
available excavators have been analysed.
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Equipment specifications for excavators
Detailed width and depth specifications
WS&P performed a detailed investigation of excavator specifications, obtaining a cross section of
products currently available in the market. This equipment was chosen as it represents a
contemporary view of product capability. A summary of specifications is below in Figures 4.4 through
4.8; full detail is included at Attachment O.
Figure 4.4: Specification summary for Kubota excavators
Model

Weight
(tonnes)

Width

Theoretical
max depth (1)

Theoretical
max vertical
depth (2)

Operational
max vertical
depth (3)

KX016-4

~ 1.5

1.24

2.25

1.81

1.81

KX033-4

~ 3.5

1.55

3.21

2.24

2.24

KX080-3

~ 8.3

2.20

4.60

3.85

3.85

Figure 4.5: Specification summary for Kobelco excavators
Model

Weight
(tonnes)

Width

Theoretical
max depth (1)

Theoretical
max vertical
depth (2)

Operational
max vertical
depth (3)

SK030SR

~3.3

1.55

2.83

2.51

2.51

SK455RX-6

~4.5

1.96

3.44

3.00

3.00

SK-75SR

~7.5

2.30

4.16

3.87

3.87

~16.0

2.74

5.52

4.89

4.89

SK140SRL

Figure 4.6: Specification summary for Komatsu excavators
Model

Weight
(tonnes)

Width

Theoretical
max depth (1)

Theoretical
max vertical
depth (2)

Operational
max vertical
depth (3)

PC30MR-3

~3.1

1.55

2.76

2.40

2.40

PC55MR-3

~5.2

1.96

3.80

3.02

3.02

PC88MR-8

~8.3

2.33

4.65

3.17

3.17

~12.5

2.50

5.52

4.98

4.98

PC130-8
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Theoretical versus operational maximum depth specifications
The tables on the previous page identify a three ‘maximum depth’ values for excavators:
 Theoretical maximum depth (1) – the depth the digger can extend to if its bucket is stretched
outwards. This is shown as measurement C in Figure 4.8 below.
 Theoretical maximum vertical depth (2) – the depth the digger can extend to with its bucket flat
against the ground. This is shown as measurement D in Figure 4.8 below.
 Operational maximum vertical depth (3) – this depth represents the maximum range at which the
digger has sufficient torque and power to efficiently perform its intended function. At full reach
many diggers cannot dislodge rocks or firm soil; the final statistic is based on discussions with
digger manufacturers and operators within Icon Water.
It is important to ensure that the review bases its recommendations on the ‘Operational maximum
vertical depth’ category; this is the real-world measure of equipment performance.
Based on the discussions held an immaterial gap exists between the Theoretical maximum vertical
depth (2) and Operational maximum vertical depth (3). This is because manufacturers are generally
conservative in their specification sheets. Additionally, excavators can excavate while moving
backwards and establish a series of benches to compensate for power losses. Accordingly no reduction
has been applied.
Figure 4.7: Illustration of different equipment specifications

1

2

3
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Figure 4.8 summarises the depth and width characteristics of the excavators studied in a graphical format. In following section all excavators will be analysed
in terms of the width required to access a certain depth – this is an alternate view of the data below and more relevant for multi-criteria analysis.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of digger width vs. depth specifications
Up to 1.5m wide

KX016-4

Up to 1.8m wide

KX033-4

SK030SR PC30MR-3

Up to 2.2m wide

Up to 2.5m wide

KX080-3 SK455RX-6 PC55MR-3

SK-75SR PC88MR-8

Up to 2.8m wide

SK140SRL

PC130-8

-

1.0m

3: 1.81m

Depth able to be reached

2.0m

1: 2.25m

3: 2.24m
3: 2.51m
1: 2.83m

3: 2.4m
1: 2.76m
3: 3m

3.0m

3: 3.02m
3: 3.17m

1: 3.21m
1: 3.44m

3: 3.85m

1: 3.8m

4.0m

3: 3.87m
1: 4.16m

1: 4.6m

1: 4.65m
3: 4.89m

3: 4.98m

5.0m
1: 5.52m

6.0m
Operational max vertical depth (3)
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Consideration of a ‘buffer allowance’
Discussions with WS&P, peer utilities, and Icon Water maintenance teams indicate that access
passages are typically not free of obstructions. The most commonly cited items were:
 Retaining walls built inside the fence boundary;
 Hot water systems, gas meters, and air conditioning units; and
 Rainwater tanks.
Some items such as hot water systems, gas meters, and air conditioning units are technically able to
be removed. Others such as rainwater tanks and retaining walls are not practical to move. Both
impede on a crew’s ability to quickly perform a network intervention.
Additionally some clearance is required on each side of an excavator for safety purposes:
 Variations in the sideways slope of a path may result in the top of an excavator not being directly
over its tracks; and
 Some pathways may have slight turns, or have obstacles that need to be moved around.
For this reason a buffer allowance is required on top of the machine specification to enable practical
access. WS&P has recommended an indicative buffer zone of 200mm (20cm); this will be included in
the analysis and assessed as part of the multi-criteria analysis process.
Lifting and carrying specifications
Excavations deeper than ~1.5m generally require shoring, battering, or stepping to manage the risk of
trench collapse. The weight of shoring varies significantly based on specifications, and is detailed in the
following pages.
Shoring is typically carried into a job site by a Dingo or an excavator; the table below summarises the
carrying capacities of each studied excavator. Carrying abilities is highly dependent on the position and
extension of an excavator’s arms; for simplicity the table assumes that the arm is held close to the cab,
as shown in Position G on page 54.
This information has been included in Figure 4.12; further information and detail is located in the WS&P
report at Attachment O.
Turning ability
The specifications above assume that any excavator travels in a straight line between a property
boundary and excavation site. Should turning be required (for example multiple 90-degree turns) the
width specifications would materially vary.
Figure 4.9: Hypothetical property boundary
Access passage

Outdoor

Icon Water

Work site

Verge and yard

Road

pergola

House
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A hypothetical block containing a fixed shed was considered, requiring multiple 90-degree turns from
an excavator. A simple access width rule would not be able to cater for the turning circle of an
excavator, which varies between models and sizes.
This variance means that a tailored approach would best fit these blocks. Hence, blocks with complex
turning requirements should utilise a registered easement approach.
Gradient and slope
Based on the advice of Warren Smith & Partners the incumbent gradient and slope statistics in the
Build Over Guidelines remain appropriate and should be carried over. Existing guidelines are for 1:4
maximum longitudinal ramp slope and maximum side slope of 1:6. This has been based on analysis
of excavator technical data sheets and consultation with excavator suppliers.
Discussions with stakeholders indicate that a 1:6 side slope may cause an excavator to tilt beyond the
specified access passage boundary. The diagram shows a centred (light orange and excavator
picture) and high-side (dark orange) excavator in an access passage.
Figure 4.10: Excavator positioning (not to scale)

Fence

House

~1:6 side slope

The diagram above illustrates that the typical profile of an excavator (becoming narrower towards the
top) helps to manage any collision with access passage boundaries. To validate this finding
discussions were held with Icon Water staff; these identified that side-slope has not been a historical
access passage issue.
It is possible that a passage, side-slope, and excavator scenario exists where an excavator is unable
to travel through the passage. This can be resolved by utilising a smaller excavator, alternative
equipment, or seeking access through a neighbouring property.
Based on the analysis performed the incumbent side-slope settings appear appropriate.
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Height requirements
The project team analysed digger specifications as documented in Attachment N. The maximum
height of models surveyed was selected as an appropriate height clearance requirement. Similar to
width specifications a buffer of 100mm was added to ensure some clearance.
Figure 4.11: Height specifications for excavators
Required
depth
(simplified)

Best height specification by brand (m)
Kubota

Kobelco

Komatsu

Including buffer of 100mm (m)
Kubota

Kobelco

Komatsu

~2.0m

2.48

2.51

2.52

2.58

2.61

2.62

~3.0m

2.54

2.52

2.73

2.64

2.62

2.83

~4.0m

n/a

2.86

2.88

n/a

2.96

2.98

Under this process rounded height clearances would be:
 ~2.0m: 2.65m
 ~3.0m: 2.85m
 ~4.0m: 3.00m
These specifications are similar to the existing requirements of:
 2.8m high for pipes less than 2.0m or less; and
 3.0m for pipes deeper than 2.0m.
We note that a special access arrangement through a garage can be negotiated under the existing
rules. These specify a minimum height of 2.2m high, generally applicable when a garage with
lockable doors at each end has been installed.
The initial calculation of the 2.2m height clearance is not clear – all excavation equipment analysed
has heights well in excess of this level. Discussions with Icon Water staff indicate that excavation
equipment would need to have its roll-over protection (cage and canopy) removed to be able to fit.
Removal of safety equipment from excavators is unsafe and not a desired outcome from planning
laws. As such this reduced access is not recommended.
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Summary of excavator specifications
Figure 4.12: Simplified summary of excavator specifications 22
Required
depth
(simplified)

Best width specification by brand (m)
Kubota

Kobelco

Komatsu

Summary statistics
Width req’d

Height req’d

(inc buffer, m)

(inc. buffer, m)

Carrying
capacity (t)

~2.0m

1.55

1.55

1.55

1.80

2.65

0.5-0.8

~3.0m

2.20

2.30

2.33

2.50

2.85

1.4-1.8

~4.0m

n/a

2.70

2.50

2.90

3.00

3.1-3.7

In allocating depth categories to excavators the project team has considered the chain of
information/analysis and where allowances are required. The table below summarises the
consideration process for depth data.
Figure 4.13: Summary of potential issues in each data set and corresponding allowances made
#

Description

Potential issues

Allowance made

1

GIS information

Uncertain surface level information (contours) based off
Government flyovers

Nil

Inaccurate estimation of location of property between
maintenance holes or facilities.
Assumed linear gradients between maintenance holes or
facilities.
2

Excavator
specifications

Manufacturer specifications were not tested by Icon
Water, and may vary.

Nil

3

Excavator depth
capacities

Job sites may feature varying ground / soil conditions
(such as rocks or boulders, or steep slopes).

Conservative
interpretation of
capacities to depth
categories.

Ground levels may be built up over the surveyed levels by
homeowners.

The project team believes that its approach is reasonable and caters for the uncertainty present in the
key inputs.

22

Extracted from the WS&P technical memorandum, page 8. Also see pages 97, 115, and 130 of the same report.
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Shoring equipment specifications
WS&P performed a review of currently available shoring solutions, and discussed commonly used
options and approaches with commercial suppliers. As noted by WS&P on page 8 of their technical
memo:


There are several types of shoring systems (box, slide rail, etc.) available for supporting of trench
sidewalls.



Shoring systems are manufactured from both steel and aluminium, which vary in weight
depending on the shoring system that is required to support different trench depths;



The shoring system can be lowered into the excavated trenches using conventional excavators
and will depend on the lifting capacity of the excavator being used.

Figure 4.14 provides an indicative weight of the shoring equipment that can be used for trenches at
different depths. It should be noted that excavated trenches can also be made safe by trench
battering/benching depending on work site characteristics such as pipeline depth, ground conditions,
any surcharge loading, and physical obstructions.
Figure 4.14: Specification summary for Komatsu excavators
Shoring system

Material

Height (m)

Weight (kg)

Box type (single)

Aluminium

2.44

426

Box type (combined)

Aluminium

4.0 (2.3 + 1.7)

2,064

Box type (single)

Steel

2.4

900

Box type (combined)

Steel

2.6

1,170

Box type (combined)

Steel

4.0

2,572

Based on the lifting data above (with full detail per manufacturer specifications in Attachment N) the
excavators analysed are able to carry appropriate shoring material.

Stakeholder feedback
During stakeholder consultation, the safety team queried whether the lifting of old pipes out of trenches posed
an activity that was not considered above. For example, a recent engagement in Campbell required 4m of
375mm cast iron main to be lifted from the trench; the pipe weight approximately 550kg.
The project team has analysed pipe weights and found that:
•

Most backyard sewer pipes are 225mm or less, and all are comprised of PVC, clay, or concrete –
none are made from (heavy) cast iron.

•

All excavators assessed can carry at least 500kg of weight. Based on this we believe that a pipe
would be able to be lifted from a trench, most likely in a single piece, or in sections should the depth
of the pipe be high.
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Craning (access in impractical circumstances)
In initial project meetings some stakeholders suggested that cranes could be utilised to access
properties where access was not present. In particular, excavation equipment and soil storage items
could be craned from the front yard of a property, over the house, and into the backyard for
maintenance purposes.
Case study – base case
The project team has worked to produce a case study analysing the likely craning requirements to
perform this. Key assumptions were that the pipe was 2m deep, that a 2 tonne excavator was
sufficient, and that no mature street trees existed. Highlights of the case study (included in full at
Attachment K) are as follows:
 A 110 tonne crane (Liebherr 206 LTM) is required, which would likely occupy the entire street
given its length and width (see Figure 4.9 below);
 Road closure and traffic management would be required;
 The impacted and neighbouring houses would need to be vacated while lifting is performed;
 Due to crane availability in the ACT jobs may take up to a week to schedule;
 Costs would be in excess of $6,500 (excl. GST).
In short the introduction of craning is technically possible, however introduces significant cost,
difficulty, and complexity in the delivery of likely engagements. In particular we found that the lifting of
a 2 tonne excavator 44.33m (the distance between the road and property backyard) posed high safety
risks. Should the crane fail or exceed its design limits a collapse would cause:
 Material property damage and very high customer dissatisfaction; and
 Local and possible national news coverage.

Figure 4.15: Liebherr 206 LTM specifications (13.6m long, 7.0m wide)
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Case study – street trees
The project team also analysed a variation of the base case, considering what requirements would
change should mature street trees exist. This was designed to mirror real-world conditions; as Icon
Water’s network (and the properties it is built in) age, their failure rates increase. It is most common to
see network failures after 20-30 years of operation. Tree coverage in these suburbs is highly likely.
A typical street tree would be a mature liquid amber; at its canopy this would by approximately 8m
wide and 15m high on average.
Advice indicated that there are limited numbers of mobile cranes that are commercially available in
the ACT that would have sufficient height and reach (160+ tonne cranes may need to be sourced from
Sydney). It is also highly unlikely that Icon Water would cut down street trees to perform its network
activities (or obtain permission to do so).
Outcome
Based on the high risk, cost, and difficulty of operations the project team concluded that craning
would not be a preferable option on a day to day basis. Craning is not being performed by Icon Water
at present, and consequently there is little operational experience in this space 23.
Significantly, the analysis indicated that having to use cranes would reduce the effectiveness of Icon
Water’s field staff, increase the cost of work and materially increase the disruption experienced by
customers for planned or reactive maintenance (for example, customers may need to leave houses
that are having objects craned over them).
For the purposes of multi-criteria analysis the project team will consider the cost and impact of craning
for low access scenarios (1.0m and less, where hole depth exceeds 2.0m) to illustrate the likely
customer and cost impact. Please refer to Attachment K for further information.
Figure 4.16: Craning incident in October 2018
Crane collapses onto Melbourne home
In October 2018 a crane lifting a spa over a house in Melbourne exceeded its design limits and tipped over the
neighbouring property. This caused damage to the roof and structure of the house; additionally the driver of
the crane was trapped in the cabin until a rescue could be performed. It is believed that strong winds caused
the crane to exceed its capabilities.
The incident received national news coverage 24 (photos below from Channel 9 news), including segments on
Today and affiliated media shows.
Worksafe and Victoria Police have commenced an investigation; this was expected to take several weeks to
resolve, and at a minimum would have significantly disrupted the company’s operations.

23

Of the peer utilities interviewed only Sydney Water used cranes, and only in exceptional / difficult circumstances.

24

Image sourced from https://www.9news.com.au/national/melbourne-altona-crane-crashes-into-home/47d6276c-180a-44b488e7-5bb5f4ad6c98
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Following the initial drafting of this report the project team noted two further crane accidents on
building sites. Both incidents received significant media attention and are documented below.
Figure 4.17: Second craning incident in October 2018
Crane collapses onto Melbourne home 25
A heavy-duty boring crane working on a vacant block in Melbourne's north-west has collapsed, causing the
boom to crash into the house of an elderly couple next door.
The impact from the boom caused significant damage, leaving a large hole in the roof and rendering the home
unsafe for the occupants, an elderly couple, who were inside at the time.

Figure 4.18: Third craning incident in November 2018
Crane collapses in Sydney, trapping driver 26
A driver trapped in a tipped-over crane was suspended ten metres in the air and surrounded by live power
lines for two hours in Sydney's west this morning.
The man was left upside-down inside the crane after it collapsed attempting to lift a fibreglass swimming pool
into a home in Clemton Park about 9am.

25

Image sourced from https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-10-23/crane-crashes-into-melbourne-house/10419940

26

Image sourced from https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-12/crane-collapse-in-clemton-park-sydney/10487262
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Historical intervention levels
The project team has produced an excavation-focused summary of Icon Water’s annual maintenance
activities. Data was sourced for the last ten financial years (where possible).
In summary Icon Water’s average annual network operations are approximately split 80:20 between
planned and reactive work, with dig-ups representing approximately 2-3 jobs per week.
Please note that this section is a condensed summary; further detail on the annual number of
maintenance jobs performed is included at Attachment H and in the WS&P memo at Attachment N.
Figure 4.19: Excavation summary for backyards
Category

Item

#

Planned work

Non dig-ups (cleaning)

2,756

Dig-ups (from pipe bursting)

83

Total
Reactive work

2,839

Non dig-ups (cleaning)

892

Dig-ups

42

Total

934

Grand total – all

3,773

Grand total – dig-ups

125

The project team estimates that the data above represents approximately 43% of Icon Water’s total
sewer property engagements.
Figure 4.20: Back vs. front connection summary
Item
Connections (#)
Connections (%)

Front

Back

Unknown

Total

69,884

53,483

691

124,058

56%

43%

1%

100%

Analysis performed reveals the figures above are skewed by age; a property built after 2000 is twice
as likely to have a front-sewering arrangement. This means that the straight extrapolation of sewer
dig-ups above may be low, as older assets typically have higher failure rates.
While statistically small, each dig-up requires a not-insignificant amount of planning and co-ordination.
Excavation jobs typically take longer than pipe cleaning or CCTV inspection engagements, and
require materials such as shoring, virgin soil, and resources to remove and cart product should a
broken pipe be involved.
The result of these considerations is that backyard excavations occupy a reasonable portion of Icon
Water’s ongoing maintenance activities. While not the single most important factor on the workload of
field crews, impacts on the efficiency of this job type will contribute to the overall workload of Icon
Water teams.
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Network protection case levels
A number of backyard interventions are not performed as planned due to obstructions or noncompliant structures preventing access. The project team completed an analysis of network protection
activities over the past three years.
Based on the work performed less than 1% of all annual jobs result in extended network protection
action.
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Response time and network performance implications
Consumer Protection Code
The Utilities (Consumer Protection Code) Determination 2012 sets out the basic rights of a utility
customer in relation to:
 Connection and disconnection from a network;
 Supply of utility services
 Access to product and service information
 The response and rectification times for unplanned network interruptions.
Schedule 1 sets out the minimum service and response standards in the ACT. Item 5 states that for
unplanned interruptions to utility services, a utility “must take all steps that are reasonable and
practicable to restore the supply of the relevant utility service to affected premises as soon as
possible, and in any event, within 12 hours”. Customer rebates are payable should this threshold not
be met.
A smaller excavator would take longer to excavate and replace a pipe than a larger one, due to
differences in power, reach, and bucket size. This is explored further in the Cost Implications section.

Network performance targets
In its Final Report into Water and Sewerage Services 2018-23, the Independent Competition and
Regulatory Commission (ICRC) cited a wide number of statistics when analysing Icon Water’s ability
to operate efficiently, including:
 Water service complaints (p41);
 Sewerage service complaints (p44);
 Rate of reported sewer overflows (p45);
 Performance vs. breaks and chokes (p45).
These metrics are publically measured in the annual National Performance Report issued by the
Bureau of Meteorology. This publication is highly visible, and a key input into the decision making
process of economic regulators. Icon Water’s technical regulator also closely reviews and seeks to
manage network performance indicators.
The multi-criteria analysis should consider the impact of changed access passage widths on Icon
Water’s ability to manage the performance of our system.
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Safety implications
Safety on the job
The project team researched and held interviews to understand the safety considerations surrounding
backyard excavations and engagements. An engagement can include a number of specific activities,
including:
 Access:
o

Removing lids from manholes

o

Moving a jet rodder or piece of equipment

o

Transporting a digger

 Performing an excavation
o

Operating heavy machinery

o

Risks associated with manual labour

o

Fall and slip risks

o

Trench collapse risks

It was noted that where possible, the Safety team prefers that equipment be used; manual labour is
the primary cause of injury (sprains and strains, cuts, muscular issues, and shoulders / knees /
backs).
Figure 4.22: Mechanisms of injury for Icon Water crews, 2017 and 2018
Rank

Mechanism

1

Unspecified mechanism or injury

2

Pushing/Pulling objects

3

Falls on the same level - including trips and slips

4

Being hit by moving objects

5

Single contact with chemical or substance - excludes bites & stings

6

Other muscular stress

7

Other contact with chemical or substance - excludes bites & stings

8

Repetitive movement with low muscle loading

9

Falls from a height

10

Contact with, or exposure to, biological factors

11

Cause under investigation

12

Vehicle accident

13

Other and multiple mechanisms of injury

14

Hitting objects with a part of the body

15

Exposure to variations in pressure - other than sound

16

Contact with electricity

Total

Where possible, manual labour should be minimised to manage the risk to workers. There is a strong
relationship between the level of manual labour performed and injury. Analysis found that injury can
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be tied to manual excavation. There is therefore a strong incentive for the project to ensure that
manual excavation is managed.
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Cost implications
As a regulated utility Icon Water is required to deliver services in a prudent and efficient manner. The
ICRC’s periodic price reviews are designed to ensure that prices do not recover more than what an
efficient utility would require.
A key consideration is therefore to ensure that the variation or revision of access passages does not
introduce additional costs into Icon Water’s day to day operations. To ensure that this question has
been sufficiently analysed a specialist consultant was engaged (Palisade) to perform modelling.

Model overview
Full information on the structure, logic, and outcomes of the model are detailed in Attachment H. A
brief summary of its functioning is below.
 Icon Water, on average, performs a number of planned maintenance engagements, and a
number of reactive maintenance engagements in backyards each year.
o

The number performed in a ‘typical’ year can be assessed based on historical data (in
our case ten years of information corrected for climate variability).

o

This can be cross referenced against GIS to understand the relative mix of pipe
material, age, and depth featuring in backyard interventions.

 Costing data exists for a number of different intervention types, such as excavation, pipe
cleaning, and pipe bursting.
o

These can be adjusted for the conditions (predominantly depth) of intervention
locations across the network to ensure a reasonably accurate costing.

The financial model developed produces the distribution of costs (range of costs) likely to occur in a
typical year of operation, given the supplied historical intervention information.

Scenario logic
To assess the relative performance of each access width a number of assumptions were made
regarding the way in which interventions are performed:
 All properties requiring an intervention have the hypothetical access passage width applied.
 Excavations are performed using the largest available digger that can pass through an access
passage (with information provided by WS&P). Generally larger excavators have higher
efficiency and can reach greater depths.
o

Should an excavator not be able to reach the pipe requiring an intervention, Hydro
digging is performed.

 If access widths do not allow any excavator to pass through and the pipe is deeper than 2m, a
crane will be procured to move the excavator and soil management equipment into the
appropriate location.
The fundamental principle present in the model is that larger access passages allow for more efficient
equipment to access work sites. A key test is to determine whether the low prevalence of deep (>4m)
pipes in Icon Water’s backyard network limits the cost impact of reduced access widths.
Please note that the model does not consider the cost impact of safety incidents and potential legal
claims. Because the model calculates a ‘typical’ year and simplified suite of engagements, it cannot
be reconciled to the financial performance of a specific year.
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Model function
The financial model features three working tabs and a summary sheet. The sheets calculate the
number of interventions required and their respective costs for Reactive work, Preventative capex,
and Preventative cleaning. These are combined and totalled in the summary tab.
Cost information has been calculated as a three-point estimate (p10, p50, and p90) for each intervention
type. Estimates were prepared in a financial model prepared with actual cost and rate information,
and using key assumptions tested with Infrastructure Services staff.
An example costing output is below, illustrating two different scenarios for an excavation. A summary
of costing information for a 1.5m reactive excavation is shown below to illustrate the costing format. A
broader summary of all cost types and scenarios at p50 is below.
The model has been built using @Risk and was iterated several million times to ensure that all
possible outcomes have been considered.
Figure 4.25: Reactive excavation costings, 1.5m deep with 1.5m access width
Item

P10

Unit rate
($ / hour)

Units

P50
Cost

Units

P90
Cost

Units

Cost

Supervision:
- Utility (cab)

[Removed]

-

-

-

-

-

-

- Supervisor

[Removed]

-

-

-

-

-

-

- Field staff

[Removed]

9.92

[Removed]

11.93

[Removed]

16.91

[Removed]

- Water truck

[Removed]

4.96

[Removed]

5.96

[Removed]

8.45

[Removed]

- Recycler

[Removed]

4.96

[Removed]

5.96

[Removed]

8.45

[Removed]

- Jet rodder

[Removed]

-

-

-

-

-

-

- Utility

[Removed]

-

-

-

-

-

-

- Easement reel dingo

[Removed]

-

-

-

-

-

-

- Trailer

[Removed]

-

-

-

-

-

-

- Bobcat

[Removed]

0.99

[Removed]

1.19

[Removed]

1.69

[Removed]

- Excavator (2T)

[Removed]

4.96

[Removed]

5.96

[Removed]

8.45

[Removed]

- Excavator float

[Removed]

4.96

[Removed]

5.96

[Removed]

8.45

[Removed]

Crew:

External P&E:

Total costing
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Model outputs
The financial modelling illustrated two strong relationships:
 A positive relationship exists between hole depth and job cost (higher depth drove higher costs);
 A negative relationship exists between access width and job cost (higher access width drove
lower overall costs).
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Development and sustainability implications
Development
Front vs rear sewering options
Icon Water provides greenfield and brownfield with a hierarchy of sewering options when planning a
development; these are specified in the published Hydraulic Standards.
For greenfield developments, where practicable, developers have the option to configure properties
and utility networks to allow front or rear sewering, providing the option to not require maintenance
access passages.
For brownfield developments, Icon Water engages in ongoing dialogue with developers about the
relocation of sewers to street fronts to allow for easy maintenance. Large brownfield developments
expanding the footprint of a property on a block typically seek to relocate all mains. Under the Water
and Sewerage Capital Contributions Code this is funded by the developer.
Developable space
Maintenance access passage rules, while allowing Icon Water vital network access, have the impact
of limiting the overall form and footprint of development on rear-sewered blocks. The current rule
specifying 2.2 / 3.0m is in excess of the existing ACT requirement for property setbacks. As specified
in Table 6B of the Single Dwelling Housing Development Code 27, side boundary 2 requires a
minimum setback of 1.5m, specified based on the distance between the side boundary and the lower
level floor.
Lowering Icon Water’s maintenance access requirements will increase the amount of land that is
developable – up to the dimensions specified as setback by ACT Planning Authorities.
Figure 4.29: Hypothetical example of unlocked space should requirement be lowered from 3.0m
Planning rules

27

Analysis

MAP setback

Side setback

Unlocked width

Block length

Unlocked area

Icon Water rules

ACT planning rules

Developable area, m

After verge, m

Calculated, m2

3.0m (no change)

1.5m

0.0

25.0

0.0

2.5m (-0.5m)

1.5m

0.5

25.0

12.5

2.0m (-1.0m)

1.5m

1.0

25.0

25.0

1.5m (-1.5m)

1.5m

1.5

25.0

37.5

1.0m (-2.0m)

1.5m

1.5

25.0

37.5

0.5m (-2.5m)

1.5m

1.5

25.0

37.5

0.0m (-3.0m)

1.5m

1.5

25.0

37.5

https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/ni/2008-27/copy/111228/pdf/2008-27.pdf
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Figure 4.30: Hypothetical example of unlocked space should requirement be lowered from 2.2m
Planning rules

Analysis

MAP setback

Side setback

Unlocked width

Block length

Unlocked area

Icon Water rules

ACT planning rules

Developable area, m

After verge, m

Calculated, m2

2.2m (no change)

1.5m

0.0

25.0

0.0

2.0m (-0.2m)

1.5m

0.2

25.0

5.0

1.5m (-0.7m)

1.5m

0.7

25.0

17.5

1.0m (-1.2m)

1.5m

0.7

25.0

17.5

0.5m (-1.7m)

1.5m

0.7

25.0

17.5

0.0m (-2.2m)

1.5m

0.7

25.0

17.5

The illustrative examples above demonstrate that a not-insubstantial amount of land can be unlocked
for development should a reduction in the MAP rule be possible.
From a customer perspective both developers and end-users value this flexibility and increase in
ability to derive benefit from their land. This may be in terms of an increase in the developable area,
raising the area of underlying land, or increasing a land owner’s ability to tailor and enjoy their
property.

Customer centricity
Poor customer experiences arise in three primary circumstances:
 When the network in a customer’s property fails, disrupting service and requiring a response from
Icon Water.
 When a customer’s premises is disrupted and potentially excavated to access key network
elements.
 When a customer’s premises is accessed so that Icon Water crews can enter a neighbouring site
and perform excavations.
The first and third items are avoidable through the maintenance of appropriate MAPs. The second
item is an ongoing requirement for Icon Water to perform necessary works, however may be
managed in the future with the introduction of less invasive technologies.
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Other implications
Do other ACT utilities use Icon Water’s maintenance access passages?
Evoenergy
Evoenergy were interviewed and broadly confirmed that Icon Water’s MAPs are not used.
All new properties and estates are front-serviced. For older properties no published rules exist.
Evoenergy has designed work practices that require no side access, and that can be taken through
houses if needed. Additionally key infrastructure such as poles have been modified (i.e. made from
fibreglass, in pieces) so that they can be easily transported.
In instances where this is impractical, Evoenergy employs cranes to move key equipment into place.
This is highly infrequent and has a low relative cost impact.
To summarise, Evoenergy does not utilise a side access passage.

Transport Canberra and City Services (TCCS)
The project team also met with TCCS who are responsible for the overall network planning,
maintenance delivery, and planned maintenance strategy respectively.
TCCS performs a limited range of work on the ACT’s stormwater network; this is predominantly the
cleaning of blockages using ‘sucker trucks’. These trucks are generally parked outside a property,
with hoses (6 or 8 inch) run down the side of a property to access the relevant manhole. No
excavation equipment is used directly by TCCS.
TCCS does not have access passage rules – this is because Stormwater is not managed by a Utility
under relevant legislation. Instead, TCCS is able to access issues by traversing its infrastructure,
including dismantling any fences that may be in the way.
Practically this approach does not consider slopes, retaining walls, structures, and vegetation build in
backyards. Operationally TCCS seeks to use whatever access is present; this generally includes side
accesses such as the ones utilised by Icon Water.
We note that existing planning rules require a total of 2.5m of clearance between a house and fence
on both the left and right hand side of a property. For example, a house can be centred with 1.25m on
each side, or it can be offset, with 1.5m and 1.0m respectively. These access widths exceed the
requirements for sucker truck hose access.
To summarise; TCCS does utilise Icon Water’s access passages, but with its current reactive
maintenance program does not require clearance additional to those in planning standards.
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Chapter conclusion
Conclusion: Part 4
As a result of the analysis in this chapter:
•

Excavators and shoring are the key factors to consider when analysing the operational implications of
access widths.

•

Most / all excavators can carry shoring.

•

Manual excavation is closely linked to safety risks and should be avoided where possible.

•

Height requirements should be determined based on the excavators selected; however should
generally align to the specifications noted in this Part.

•

Gradient and slope requirements in the existing brochure are appropriate, reasonable, and should
remain in the ruleset.
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Part 5: Multi-criteria
and option analysis
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Options for consideration
Overview
The following section will analyse possible access width options. Because the results of this section
will be a physical measurement there is an extremely large number of possible solutions (i.e. every
10mm between 0mm and 4000mm).
The project team believes that an analysis that considers 500mm intervals between a possible
minimum and maximum would appropriately identify a preferred set of outcomes that can be refined
based on specific data from Part 4.
Analysis within this chapter will include key trigger points for changed outcomes (i.e. X digger is
required instead of Y below 2,200mm access widths). This will ensure the process, once identifying
the preferred 500mm interval, will be able to narrow down to a specific recommendation (or set of
recommendations). The overall outcome must be safe, efficient, support development, and customer
centric (see Figure 5.1 below).
Figure 5.1: Discussion of principle relevance to access width analysis
Principle

Does this principle apply to access widths?

Simple

No

Allows safe access

Yes (operational access and safety)

Operationally efficient

Yes (service delivery outcome)

Cost efficient

Yes (cost effectiveness)

Enforceable

No

Supports development

Yes (does not hinder development or limit block utilisation)

Customer centric

Yes (customer experience)

Flexible

Yes (majority of developments)

These characteristics have inherent trade-offs – a simple framework may be less enforceable (as it
caters to less specific circumstances) and less flexible (as it cannot consider many alternative cases).
A compromise between these is required in the following analysis.
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Consideration of minimum and maximum scenarios:
Minimum scenario
The minimum possible scenario is an access width of 500mm. This would essentially remove Icon
Water’s restrictions over the building of properties on blocks as planning law setbacks would take
precedence and exceed this value. While clearly undesirable, this provides a useful bookend for
consideration.
A minimum width of 500mm will be considered as part of the project.
Maximum scenario
While the peer utility analysis and discussion of pressures has identified that the existing 3,000mm
rule are above local and national expectations, it is useful to consider the impact of increasing access
over the current arrangements.
A maximum width of 3,500mm will be considered as part of the project.

Final widths for assessment
The project will consider (at least initially) the following widths. As noted on the previous page the
project will identify the one or two preferred outcomes, and then review specific factors and outcomes
to narrow down to a more specific outcome.
Figure 5.2: Options for consideration
#

M

A

0.5

B

1.0

C

1.5

D

2.0

E

2.5

F

3.0

G

3.5

Consideration of height, slope, and gradient requirements
The project team considers that the access width review will glean the key limiting factors when
performing network operations. These key limiting factors (e.g. the operational specifications and
requirements of equipment), once used to determine appropriate access widths, will be used to inform
height, slope, and gradient requirements.
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Multi-criteria analysis considerations
Weighting and discussion of criteria
A workshop was held to discuss the analysis performed in Part 4, and weight the chosen principles as
part of multi-criteria analysis.
A detailed workshop summary is included at Attachment I. A summary of criteria weighting is below,
including notes regarding the discussion that occurred. The group weighted the principles on the
following basis:
 3: High level of importance
o

Has a direct impact on Icon Water customers, staff, and contractors.

o

Directly affects ability to safely perform work in reactive situations.

 2: Medium level of importance
o

Has an impact on Icon Water customer service delivery, cost, efficiency, and safety.

o

Can be managed through planned maintenance or other suitable alternatives.

o

Has an impact on the way Icon Water enforces its rules and can be justified in its
approach when approving development plans.

 1: Low level of importance
o

Does not have an impact on Icon Water customer service delivery, cost, efficiency, and
safety.

For the purposes of the framework above customers includes property developers. A summary of the
weighting performed is present in Figure 5.1 on the next page.
As noted in Part 2 several edits to the principles were made as a result of the workshop. These are as
follows:




A single principle named “Efficiency” was split into Cost efficiency and Operational efficiency, to
reflect the difference between:
o

An excavation that is performed quickly but not cheaply (i.e. hiring a crane and using a
large excavator and crew); and

o

An excavation that is performed cheaply, but not quickly.

A principle named “Sustainable” was reviewed and replaced with “Customer centric” to more
accurately reflect its intention – to provide a positive impact on the built form for customers, the
environment, and the community, and Icon Water’s impact on said built form.
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Figure 5.3: Criteria weighting
Principle

Description

Discussion

Final rating

Allows safe
access

Does not impede the physical access or safe work
practises of Icon Water crews. Does not expose Icon
Water staff or the community to unacceptable risk.

Safety is a strategic area, a core value, and a key management focus area
on an ongoing basis.

3: High

Operationally
efficient

Allows for the efficient management and maintenance
of Icon Water’s network. This includes allowing crews
and staff to use appropriate tools and resources.

Interventions are generally challenging customer interactions; ensuring that
they are appropriately resourced and able to perform interventions
effectively is important. Not a defining trade-off.

2: Medium

Cost efficient

Achieves outcomes in a cost-effective manner.

Cost efficiency is a focus area as Icon Water attempts to find efficiencies to
continue to lower customer bills on an ongoing basis. Our 2018-23
regulatory strategy committed to an operating expenditure reduction of
approximately 10%.

2: Medium

Supports
development

Supports government and developers in maximising the
efficient use of land in the long-run. This considers both
initial land sales and ongoing property maintenance.

A key driver of the decision-making process; reductions in access
passages create valuable developable land for stakeholders in the ACT.

3: High

Enforceable

Able to be enforced on an ongoing basis.

Attendees were able to cite a number of examples where existing rules
were not appropriate for the type of development occurring, or not flexible
enough in their nature to allow for a particular development project to go
ahead without substantial management attention.

2: Medium

Customer
centric

Supports positive customer outcomes over the life cycle
of properties and Icon Water assets.

An area of focus for the business, however on its own not crucial to the
operation of the network. An integrated component of Icon Water’s service
delivery.

2: Medium

Flexible

Can take different types of development and
infrastructure into account.

Supports the efficient use of developable land by government and
developers. Not critical for operations however plays a part in customer
relationship management.

2: Medium

Simple

Easy to understand and administer. Avoids complexity
or internal inconsistency.

Relates primarily to framework design and legal approach; small impact on
customer outcomes.

1: Low
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First-pass review (rounded to 0.5m)
Scoring and scenarios
Scoring was performed on a scale of 0 (worst) to 5 (best). Full details are included at Attachment L.
Scores are multiplied by weightings, to give a number between 0 and 15. These are then added
across criteria to determine preferred overall outcome.
Three scenarios were scored, designed to highlight limiting characteristics of MAPs:
 One:

An excavation less than 2.0m deep in a backyard;

 Two:

An excavation between 2.0 and 3.0m deep in a backyard; and

 Three:

An excavation between 3.0 and 4.0m deep in a backyard.

Each scenario will be used to assess each possible access option – that is, each of the seven access
options will be scored three times for different depths. This data will be used to gauge whether a
preferred access width setting exists for each depth.
Scoring: Depth less than 2.0m
Figure 5.4 Summary of MCA scoring, depth < 2.0m
Criteria

x

Weighted score
3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

Allows safe access

3

15

15

15

15

9

6

3

Operationally efficient

2

10

10

10

10

6

4

2

Cost efficient

2

10

10

8

8

6

4

2

Supports development

3

0

3

6

9

9

15

15

Enforceable

2

2

2

4

6

6

10

10

Customer centric

2

6

6

6

6

4

2

2

Flexible

2

2

2

6

6

6

6

6

Simple

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

46

49

56

61

47

48

41

Total

Figure 5.5: Graphed scores
70
60
50
40
30
46

49

3.5m

3.0m

20

56

61
47

48

1.5m

1.0m

41

10
0
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Scoring: Depth between 2.0m and 3.0m
Figure 5.6: Summary of MCA scoring, depth >2.0m and <3.0m
Criteria

x

Weighted score
3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

Allows safe access

3

15

15

15

9

6

3

0

Operationally efficient

2

10

10

10

6

4

2

0

Cost efficient

2

10

10

8

6

4

2

0

Supports development

3

0

3

6

9

9

15

15

Enforceable

2

2

2

4

6

6

10

10

Customer centric

2

6

6

6

6

4

2

2

Flexible

2

2

2

6

6

6

6

6

Simple

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

46

49

56

49

40

41

34

Total

Figure 5.7: Graphed scores
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Scoring: Depth greater than 3.0m
Figure 5.8: Summary of MCA scoring, depth < 2.0m
Criteria

x

Weighted score
3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

Allows safe access

3

15

15

9

6

3

0

0

Operationally efficient

2

10

10

6

4

2

0

0

Cost efficient

2

10

10

6

4

2

0

0

Supports development

3

0

3

6

9

9

15

15

Enforceable

2

2

2

4

6

6

10

10

Customer centric

2

6

6

6

6

4

2

2

Flexible

2

2

2

6

6

6

6

6

Simple

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

46

49

44

42

33

34

34

Total

Figure 5.9: Graphed scores
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Summary of scoring
Scoring performed illustrates that preferred access scenario differs based on the depth of
infrastructure installed in property backyards. Those with shallower pipes require reduced access
levels, and those with deeper pipes require an increase to manage the access of larger equipment.
Figure 5.10: Summary of final weighted scores
Criteria

Final weighted scores
3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

Scenario 1: < 2m

46

49

56

61

47

48

41

Scenario 2: > 2m and < 3m

46

49

56

49

40

41

34

Scenario 3: > 3m and < 4m

46

49

44

42

33

34

34

Figure 5.11: Graph of final weighted scores
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
3.5m

3.0m
Scenario 1: < 2m

2.5m

2.0m

Scenario 2: > 2m and < 3m

1.5m

1.0m

Scenario 3: > 3m and < 4m

These results will be analysed with reference to machine specifications to determine whether more
accurate measurements (i.e. not rounded to the nearest 0.5m) allow for greater developable area.

Icon Water
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Second-pass review (detailed measurements)
The specifications of excavation equipment was a key driver of outcomes noted in the first pass
review. To refine this analysis the project team performed a detailed review of machine specifications
and capabilities, and refined the data presented in Table 4.10 as shown below.
Figure 5.12: Revised summary of excavator specifications
Required
depth
(rounded)

Required
depth
(specific)

Best width specification by brand (m)
Kubota

Kobelco

Summary statistics

Komatsu

Width
required

Carrying
capacity

(incl. buffer, m)

(tonnes)

~2.0m

~2.2m

1.55

1.55

1.55

1.80

0.5-0.8

~3.0m

~3.0m

2.20

2.30

2.33

2.50

1.4-1.8

~4.0m

~4.2m

n/a

2.70

2.50

2.90

3.1-3.7

This updated information allows for depth-specific frameworks to be populated. From this two access
passage proposals were developed for assessment, based on varying levels of simplicity,

Option one: Two stage framework
This framework is the most simple expression of the passage rules, and features rounded values and
the lowest number of tiers.
Figure 5.13: Proposal, option one
Pipe depth in backyard

Required MAP

% of existing backyards in each category

< 2.2m

1.8m

~60%

> 2.2m

2.9m

~40%

Downsides to this option relate to its limited ability to differentiate between depth categories; should
another tier exist 35% of existing properties would fall into a 2.2-3.0m tier.

Option two: Three stage framework
This framework solves the key issue with option one, and allows for 35% of properties to reduce their
MAP requirement by 0.4m. Downsides to this framework relate to its increased complexity – should
pipes in a new development have limited data its application would be more difficult.
Figure 5.14: Proposal, option two
Pipe depth in backyard

Required MAP

% of existing backyards in each category

< 2.2m

1.8m

~60%

2.2m – 3.0m

2.5m

~35%

> 3.0m

2.9m

~5%

Icon Water
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Option three: Capped two-stage framework
This framework recognises the benefits of Option two, however also removes the final > 3.0m
category as it only caters to 5% of existing properties. Instead, properties in this category would be
managed through a registered easement approach, which may be more suitable given the wide
variety of depths present.
Figure 5.15: Proposal, option three
Pipe depth in backyard

Required MAP

% of existing backyards in each category

< 2.2m

1.8m

~60%

2.2m – 3.0m

2.5m

~35%

Downsides to this option relate to the reduced visibility of Icon Water’s rules to the general public and
developer community, and an increased complexity of application.

Option four: Capped one-stage framework
This framework goes further than option three and removes both the 2.2m – 3.0m and final > 3.0m
category to drive simplicity. Instead, properties in this category may be managed through a registered
easement approach.
Figure 5.16: Proposal, option two
Pipe depth in backyard
< 2.2m

Required MAP
1.8m

% of existing backyards in each category
~60%

Downsides to this option relate to the highly limited visibility of Icon Water’s requirements, the
heightened reliance on a (comparatively) time consuming process, and the limited applicability of this
table to the development cohort.

Icon Water
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Multi-criteria analysis
A multi-criteria analysis was performed on the two options, with results as follows.
Figure 5.17: MCA assessment of detailed options
Criteria

Weighting

Weighted score
Option one

Option two

Option three

Option four

(two stage)

(three stage)

(capped two stage)

(capped one stage)

Allows safe
access

3

15

15

15

15

Operationally
efficient

2

10

10

10

6

Cost efficient

2

10

10

10

10

Supports
development

3

9

15

15

12

Enforceable

2

10

10

10

8

Customer centric

2

10

10

10

6

Flexible

2

10

10

10

8

Simple

1

5

4

5

5

79

84

85

70

Total

Key differentiating factors were the ability for frameworks to provide additional incremental space, the
overall level of complexity, and the impact on business processes through over reliance on the
registered easement approach.
Given the close scoring difference between Option two and Option three, any public consultation
performed on the MAP ruleset could propose Option two as an alternative to Icon Water’s preferred
position.

Icon Water
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Chapter conclusion
Conclusion: Part 5
As a result of the analysis in this chapter:
•

•

A hybrid approach legal should be used, with:
o

Complex developments managed through registered easements; and

o

All other developments managed through a framework applied under planning laws.

The framework should have two stages of MAP requirements, based on the pipe depths in
backyards, with the following specifications:
Pipe depth in backyard

Required MAP

Height clearance

< 2.2m

1.80m

2.65m

2.2m – 3.0m

2.50m

2.85m

•

The existing specified gradient and slope guidelines should remain, being that the longitudinal slope
of ramps and stairs should not be greater than 1:4 with a maximum side slope of 1:6.

•

Stakeholder consultation processes may wish to consider discussing Option two as a fall-back or
alternative position.

Icon Water
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Part 6:
Recommendations
and implementation

Icon Water
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Recommendations arising from review process
Major recommendations (central to report)
Hybrid framework should be adopted
A hybrid legal approach should be used, with:
 Complex developments managed through registered easements; and
 All other developments managed through a framework applied under planning laws.
Complex developments are those that feature:
 a pressure sewer;
 multi-unit development with tenant fences crossing the Pipe Protection Envelope inside the site
boundary;
 a maintenance access passage not being in a straight line;
 sewers deeper than 3.0m; and
 characteristics that in our assessment make the site complex or non-standard.
Access passage rule table to be three tier framework
The framework should have three stages of MAP requirements, based on the pipe depths in
backyards, with the following specifications:
Pipe depth in backyard

Required MAP

Height clearance

< 2.2m

1.8m

2.65m

2.2m – 3.0m

2.5m

2.85m

Rule conditions to be clarified
The rule should be written to consider retaining walls or obstructions, by measuring the maintenance
access passage from the edge of any such item, not the property boundary. This is a change in
methodology from the prior ruleset.

Fence

The existing specified gradient and slope guidelines should remain, being that the longitudinal slope
of ramps and stairs should not be greater than 1:4 with a maximum side slope of 1:6.

Icon Water

Access passage

Air conditioner

Retaining wall

House
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Industry to be consulted prior to implementation of change
External stakeholders should be consulted as part of the S&I Rules refresh project. Specific mention
should be given to the proposed changes to ensure that the industry has time to understand and
acknowledge the proposal, and also provide feedback to Icon Water.
Consultation processes may wish to also raise a three stage framework, with all pipes deeper than 3.0m
being handled by as part of the staged table, as an alternate approach that may be viable.
Consultation processes may also wish to discuss the clarified height requirements; Icon Water may be
able to introduce a limited set of scenarios where it is willing to remove roll over protection on
excavators.
Rules should be applied to all properties (greenfield and brownfield) from a well communicated date
(i.e. 1 July or 1 January) in line with the refreshed S&I Rules.
Public documentation to be standardised
All materials regarding the S&I Rules should be refreshed and simplified to improve clarity and
consistency.
This will likely include a refresh of the existing brochures published by Icon Water. Discussions with
the Communications team indicate that collateral is on-hand and can be redesigned without material
delay.
Negotiated access arrangements through garages and structures
The analysis performed has identified that the practice of allowing access through garages and
structures (normally 2.2m high) does not provide safe access. Where possible, clear and
undeveloped passages should be provided for Icon Water access.
Should a developer be unwilling to accept an ‘open air’ access passage, the following fall-back
position may be adopted as a compromise:
 Maintenance access passage – allowed through a lockable structure, at no less than the
dimensions specified in the rule (i.e. no reduced height access).
 Emergency access passage – must be through an open air area, with a 1.5m access width.
We note that the difference between the mandatory emergency passage and the minimum access
passage is 0.3m – it is unlikely that a developer will elect to use this approach.

Icon Water
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Impact analysis
Developable land
To facilitate discussion analysis was performed to identify the amount of space that would no longer
have access passage restrictions applied. Results shown are across all of the ACT; practically the
space unlocked is spread across a large number of properties.
Figure 6.2: Impact of changes on developable area in the ACT
Category

# of properties

Less than 2.0m

Old access

New access

Change

Width unlocked

31,892

2.2m

1.8m

(0.4m)

12,757m

2.0 to 2.2m

6,921

3.0m

1.8m

(1.2m)

8,305m

2.2 to 3.6m

13,229

3.0m

2.5m

(0.5m)

6,615m

668

3.0m

2.9m

(0.1m)

67m

More than 3.6m
Total

52,710

27,743m

Typical property depth (conservative estimation)

25m
693,575m2

Total area unlocked

Figure 6.3: Analysis across pipe depths

Width of maintenance access passage
-

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Less than 2.0m

2.0 to 2.3m

2.3 to 3.6m

More than 3.6m

New access

Icon Water

Old access
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From a financial perspective the increase in developable land has an impact on the yield of
properties. A number of previous analysis have taken the market value of unlocked land to determine
a financial outcome; in reality this is a flawed approach as there is no new land ‘created’; instead,
planning restrictions are relaxed and existing space can be utilised in new ways.
As a result it is likely that improvements in financial outcomes are much lower in value – for illustrative
purposes this report has assumed ~2-3% 28. The analysis below takes current market rates for
developed residential land in the ACT in both central and urban locations to calculate a possible
financial outcome.
Figure 6.4: Estimated financial outcomes for developed residential properties
Location

Low $ / m2

High $ / m2

Increment

Unlocked land

Low value

High value

Outer

$800

$1,000

2-3%

693,575m2

$11.1-16.6m

$13.9-20.8m

Inner

$1,000

$1,500

2-3%

693,575m2

$13.9-20.8m

$20.8-31.2m

In the field
Approximately 125 sewer excavations are performed each year (on average). Based on the analysis
performed for our Monte-Carlo modelling, an approximate split of intervention depth is:
 Less than 2.0m: 56%
 2.0m to 4.0m: 41%
 Greater than 4.0m: 3%
The number of pipes in each cohort and the number of failures at a given depth do not have a strong
correlation. By selecting robust depth access figures the project team is able to ensure that field
crews have the right tools available for the job.

Risk management
The risk workshop performed at the commencement of this report identified a risk that dissatisfaction
with Icon Water’s ruleset would result in centralisation of the rules. This could include reduced levels
of control during the development process, resulting in adverse operational outcomes.
The proposed response reduces Icon Water’s restrictions on developments by a non-trivial amount,
and simplifies the process. These are designed to improve the development assessment process, by
streamlining, clarifying, and reducing overall burden.
It is likely that the proposed solution will not last indefinitely; Canberra will continue to grow and
evolve, and Icon Water’s standards and process should proactively respond to these changes. As
such, we recommend that the findings of this report be reviewed should:
 Icon Water adopt new technologies for its pipeline repair work (such as resin re-lining);
 The prominent type of development in the ACT materially change (i.e. registered easements
become the primary form of MAP applied); or
 Ten years pass since this report’s publication date.

28

This number is not validated and will require a separate study to confirm.

Icon Water
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External consultation
The MAP review project has been performed so that recommendations can be incorporated into the
S&I rules refresh. This project seeks to modernise, simplify, and where necessary update the existing
ruleset outlined in Part 1.
It is recommended that the changes proposed in this report be included as part of any external
consultation process in the project.
At a minimum it is recommended that the changes are discussed with the following parties:

 Developers
 Design consultants and architects
 Industry bodies, including the Master Builders Association, Housing Industry Association,
Property Council, Canberra Business Chamber

 Government stakeholders, including Transport Canberra and City Services, the Utilities
Technical Regulator, ACTPLA, and the ICRC.

Icon Water
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Implementation
A high level review of existing documents and processes has been performed, with the following
activities likely required. Bullet points represent identified sub-tasks.

Re-writing of S&I Rules and associated collateral material
 Rationalisation, simplification, and re-publishing of Icon Water S&I Rules.
 Redesign, changes to, and re-publishing of Build Over Guidelines document.
 Update of Icon Water’s website pages to refer to new rules.

Introduction of revised MAP process
 Writing of process (possibly work instruction) to formalise how to distinguish between simple and
complex MAP cases.
 Writing of process (possibly work instruction) discussing how to identify and register an easement
on a third party property.
 Introduction of internal explanatory materials on easements and how they work.
 Possible training / refresher session on MAP topics.

Alignment of documents, policies, and procedures
 Review of broader policies and procedures to ensure all correctly refer to new S&I Rules and
associated activities.

Stakeholder consultation
 As noted above, stakeholder consultation activities to discuss, educate, and inform key parties.

Icon Water
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Attachments

Icon Water
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Attachment A: Summary of legislative environment for MAPs
As described in the Introduction, Icon Water receives the ability to set and manage planning rules relating to its network through the Utilities (Technical
Regulation) Act 2014. The diagram below outlines how general utility powers cascade from this Act and the Utilities Act 2000.
Figure A.1: Powers under the Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014 and Utilities Act 2000

Utilities Act 2000

Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014

Utilities licensing, formation of standard contract, industry codes, and
network operations.

Making technical codes, network protection (interference and other), network
boundaries. Does not impact obligations under Planning or Utilities Acts.

Utilities (Public Safety) Regulation 2008

Boundary Code

Consumer Protection Code: Determination

Technical Codes Determination

Utilities: Grant of license
Standard Customer Contract: Approval of terms

Water Supply and Sewerage Service Standards Code
Water Metering Code

Standard Customer Contract

Water and Sewerage Network (Design and Maintenance) Code

Consumer Protection Code

Water and Sewerage Service and Installation Code

Icon Water License Terms
Water and Sewerage Capital Contributions Code

Icon Water

S&I Rules: Rule S 21, Appendix O, includes Pipe Protection Rules: laws and
codes prevail, but may permit alternative at discretion of IW: 1.2
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Icon Water also receives powers through the Planning and Development Act 2007 and Building Act 2004. These legislative instruments have a higher priority
than the Codes developed under the Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014, and apply during the planning and development process. These refer their
powers to the Codes noted on the previous page, providing Icon Water with a consistent set of rules and principles to apply.
Figure A.2: Powers under the Planning and Development Act 2007 and Building Act 2004

Planning and Development Act 2007 (Part 7.3)
•
•
•

ACTPLA may grant leases.
Developments to be consistent with lease terms.
Icon Water to provide on Development Applications (DAs) referred.

Building Act 2004




Certifier must not consider an application unless entity advice or
approval sought if required.
Approval not issued if building inconsistent with Icon Water advice
(some exceptions).
Building work must be consistent with lease conditions.

Planning and Development Regulation 2008
Development must not cause building or structure to be in utility
protection space unless agreed by Icon Water (1.11)

Building (General) Regulation 2008
Sets out building work to be referred to Icon Water, including
encroachment on protection spaces (s.19-20, Schedule 2).

Territory Plan 2008

Precinct Codes
Estate Development Code
Utility services may be located within leased blocks if within service
easement and accessed by Maintenance Access Passage in accordance
with Icon Water requirements (elements 6 and 17).

Residential Zone Codes (e.g. MUH element 13)

Crown lease
Icon Water

Utility infrastructure access or protection space means the space
required under a utility rule— (a) for a utility to have access to its
infrastructure; or (b) to protect or maintain clearances from utility
infrastructure, for example, water supply pipes, sewerage
systems, gas pipes and electricity conductors.
Utility rule means a rule, as in force from time to time, made under
a technical code, as in force from time to time, made under the
Utilities (Technical Regulation) Act 2014. [See S&I Rules]
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Attachment B: Extract of Building requirements for Icon Water approval document
Figure B.1: Pages 18 and 19 of the Building Requirements for Icon Water approval document

Icon Water
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Attachment C: Summary of peer utility approaches to MAPs

MAP
width 30

Overall
approach

Figure C.1: Summary of peer utility rules and regulations
ACT

VIC

Icon Water

MRWA 29

Minimum access on a site-by-site basis.

Minimum access on a siteby-site basis.

(Can provide special dispensation if approached by
developers)

(Can provide special dispensation
for a ‘pod of lots’ approach)

Minimum of 3m.

Minimum of 1m

Inconsistent documentation:
•
•

Other considerations

Wording of rule

Appendix O
Access to ACTEW assets at the rear of the
property must not be impeded by structures. A
3000mm wide unhindered access route must be
provided down at least one side of the block.

QLD

Coliban

Sydney

QUU

Unitywater

WSAA

Minimum access on a siteby-site basis.

Minimum access on a siteby-site basis.

Minimum access on a siteby-site basis.

Minimum access on a siteby-site basis.

Minimum access on a siteby-site basis.

Manhole at rear: Minimum
0.82m

Minimum of 1m (minimum
headroom of 2.4m)

Minimum of 1m

Minimum of 1m

Minimum of 1m

MRWA Gravity Sewer
Code, 5.2.4.2

Build-over consent
guidelines, 12.2E

Technical guidelines –
building over and adjacent to
pipe assets, 2.1.2

Utilises WSAA’s definition
from WSA-02 (localised)

Utilises WSAA’s definition
from WSA-02 (localised)

WSA-02

Reasonable access is defined
as a minimum of 1m wide
building envelope offset from a
side boundary, from the front to
the rear of the property.

In order to transport personnel
and equipment to the manhole,
access through a non-habitable
structure via a standard sized
door (820mm in width) is
recommended.

For us to access reticulation
sewer maintenance structures,
we need an unobstructed
passageway with a minimum
width of 1 m and minimum clear
headroom of 2.4 m. A
maintenance vehicle must be
able to park not more than 50 m
from the maintenance
structures.

Where a maintenance structure
is located on a private property,
a minimum 1m wide easement
along the side boundary from
the front boundary to the rear
boundary, for sewerage
purposes, is to be provided to
facilitate access to the
structure.

Where a maintenance structure
is located on a private property,
a minimum 1m wide easement
along the side boundary from
the front boundary to the rear
boundary, for sewerage
purposes, is to be provided to
facilitate access to the structure.

Where a maintenance structure
is located on a private property,
a minimum 1m wide easement
along the side boundary from
the front boundary to the rear
boundary, for sewerage
purposes, is to be provided to
facilitate access to the
structure.

Popn served: 1,381k

Popn served: 691k

Popn n served: n/a

Where the building envelope is
undefined at the time that the
plan of subdivision is lodged, a
minimum 1m wide easement
along the side boundary is
sufficient.

12.3A
Works over gravity sewer
require… 2.0m wide trafficable
access route to easement.

Population served 31: 406k

Popn served: 4,444k

Popn served: 150k

Popn served: 4,944k

Canberra’s central planning and
government-led development process have
resulted in a unique (and uniquely
enforceable) rule set.

An order of preference for
the location of sewers has
been established.

Planning to review their rules
for consistency across
differing development types.

Rules give reference to the
significant age and
complexity of systems within
the city, including some
assets over 150 years old.

The ‘pod of lots’ approach is
being actively discussed
with developers across
Melbourne – a 30% rate is
being considered.

Recent improvements in
planning processes have
revealed some issues with
existing practises.

29

Melbourne Retail Water Agencies, a joint association of South East Water, Yarra Valley Water, and City West Water.

30

This analysis assumes that the backyard in each state contains a sewage pipe of sufficient diameter to warrant an access passage.

31

Data has been sourced from the 2016-17 National Performance Report, issued by the Bureau of Meteorology (indicator C5)

Icon Water

Other

Commercial: 2.0m trafficable
access route

Developer guide; can be 2.2m if pipe is shallow
Can be negotiated.

Service and installation rules,

NSW
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Attachment D: Overview of land and easements in the ACT
Figure D.1: Matrix of land types in the ACT

Use this table to determine land types and who will manage Crown leasing and Planning and works approval.
National Land vs Territory Land (Who manages Crown leasing)

Designated vs
non-designated area
For planning and works approval
NCA determines designated areas in the
National Capital Plan 33

Designated area
•
Shown as hatched on ACTMapi
(territory plan map view)
•
Planning instrument is the National
Capital Plan
•
NCA manages planning and works
approval 34
Non-designated area
•
Shown as coloured on ACTMapi
(territory plan map view)
•
Planning instrument is the Territory
Plan
•
ACTPLA manages planning and
works approval 35

National Land
•
Must be gazetted as National Land
•
Commonwealth manages Crown leasing

Territory land
•
Will be Territory Land unless gazetted
•
ACTPLA 32 manages Crown leasing

Relatively common and easily identified.

Relatively common but harder to identify. Impacts IW assets such as reservoirs.

Examples:
•
Parliamentary Triangle
•
ANU (Acton)
•
ADFA site, Campbell

Examples:
•
Approach routes
•
Commonwealth carparks in Civic
•
Stromlo Forest Park and tops of hills

There may (or may not) be a Crown lease. Talk to IW Legal about network
protection options.
Rare and harder to identify. ACTPLA / NCA may be unclear how to manage.

There may (or may not) be a Crown lease. Talk to IW Legal about network
protection options.
Very common – majority of developments that Icon Water sees.

Examples:
•
Former Cth offices in Belconnen
•
ANU Stromlo Observatory

Examples:
•
Most residential blocks
•
Most commercial blocks
•
UC

There will be a Crown lease.
Talk to IW Legal for all land in this box.

There will be a Crown lease so an easement is possible – talk to IW Legal.

Figure D.2: Matric of access and network protection rights by land type
Source of rights 36

Description

Land type

Comments

Crown lease

Easement rights may be contained in the Crown Lease:
•
Words in the Crown lease itself; and
•
Location shown on the DP or Estate Development Plan.

National land and Territory land –
but only where there is a Crown
lease.

May or may not be identified on ACTMAPi. Do a title search and obtain a copy of the Crown lease to verify.

Transfer and grant
of easement

A separate easement in gross agreed to by Icon Water and the
Crown lessee.

May or may not be identified on ACTMAPi. Do a title search and obtain a copy of the TGE Form to verify.

(TGE Form)

Easement rights are described by:
•
Words in the TGE form; and
•
Location on the plan attached to the TGE form (or potentially
in the DP or Estate Development Plan).

National land and Territory land –
but only where there is a Crown
lease.

32

ACTPLA may authorise the City Renewal Authority or the Suburban Land Agency to manage a lease on its behalf.

33

ACT (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988 (Cth), s 10.

34

ACT (Planning and Land Management) Act 1988 (Cth), s 12.

35

Planning and Development Act 2007 (ACT), ch 7.

Having a ‘proposed easement’ marked on the DP or Estate Development Plan is not enough – it must also be in the Crown lease
itself. Created in newer suburbs (last 10-15 years) based on Estate Development Plans, with no specific notice to IW.

Having a ‘proposed easement’ marked on the DP or Estate Development Plan is not enough – it must also be in the TGE Form.
IW is definitely involved in the granting of these easements:
•
Less common and generally only used for large assets
•
Talk to IW Legal if you need to protect a large asset and/or an existing easement seems insufficient.

36

Future / planned / proposed infrastructure shown as dotted lines on maps and masterplans do not provide formal protection unless formally captured in either the crown lease or the TGE form (as described above). ACTMAPi shading of easements is not definitive of any of these rights. Title
searches are necessary to identify any easements in the Crown Lease or created by a TGE form.
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Attachment E: Case study – [Removed], ACT
In April 2018 a Development Application was received for [Removed] in ACT, for a number of
apartments on the property. A number of these apartments would have fenced backyards spanning
the rear of the block (shown below).
Figure F.1: Proposed site layout for block

The property had an Icon Water sewerage asset running along its rear; the installation of fences
would impede the access of crews should an intervention be required. Additionally the shape of the
property meant that the site’s long side needed to be used as an access passage, with a tight corner
(bottom left) to then turn into the Pipe Protection Envelope.
The complexity of this site meant that existing MAP rules did not allow for sufficient access; the shape
of passage, turning requirements, and presence of fences all negatively impacted on our access.
A registered easement approach was taken, which appropriately dealt with this issue, including
specifying that gates needed to be installed on the site. The easement has been registered on the
Property Title and is visible to all future owners of the property.
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Attachment F: Preparation of pipe and property data set
Scope
The scope of the data collection is to list every sewer main, and property service connection in
Canberra and attribute the following information, where possible:
 Physical Asset data (size, material)
 Location (suburb will be adequate)
 Front or back (does the main exist outside the block or on the block)
 Depth (use the average depth of the main)
 Age (either from commissioning date or, if renewed, the latest renewal date)
 Age of development area (from catchment data)
 Maintenance history (ideally including cleaning history as well as planned and reactive work)
 Failure history
 Renewal history
 Block/section the pipe services
Note that the data should have capability in sorting by pipe or by block/section numbers.

Methodology
Residential blocks were selected by utilising the Block. Outline layer in ArcMAP and eliminating
blocks not on a residential land use type.
 Blocks that were less than 200m2 or bigger than 2000m2 were also eliminated to remove large
unit block areas and non-serviced blocks to make the analysis easier to complete.
 Blocks that had their service connection inside their block were assumed to be back serviced
blocks whereas blocks with their service connection outside of the block were assumed to be
front serviced due to the location of the gravity main. See Figure G.1 below for an example.

Results
A materially complete data set was produced from which high level analysis could be performed.
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Figure F.1: Example front vs. rear serviced block
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Attachment G: Pressure sewer pipes in the ACT
Figure G1: Location of pressure sewer pipes in the ACT
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Attachment H: Summary of sewer network interventions
Planned jobs (front and back yards)
Data was compiled from Icon Water systems. All lines were reviewed to ensure data quality.
Figure H.1: Historical planned sewer network job information
Job type

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2018 37

2017

CCTV inspection

912

1,292

759

1,094

1,292

1,163

945

1,107

83

Sewer dig-up

225

361

234

277

213

239

248

268

127

Main cleaning

4,279

10,847

8,232

7,554

7,341

6,968

6,546

7,828

3,170

Total

5,416

12,500

9,225

8,925

8,846

8,370

7,739

9,203

3,381

Average annual planned sewer jobs each year: 8,778
Average planned sewer dig-ups each year:

258

Reactive jobs (front and back yards)
Data was obtained and cross referenced from various Icon Water systems.
Please note that this exercise was performed prior to the completion of the 2018 financial year,
meaning that data has a lag compared to the planned job data set. Analysis performed has utilised
average annual values, decreasing the importance of financial years.
Figure H.2: Historical reactive sewer network job information
Job type
CCTV +
clean
Pipe
clean
Sewer
dig-up
Total

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

4

12

15

21

21

17

11

4

3

6

7

2

1,094

2,735

3,299

3,241

3,208

2,542

1,267

1,158

1,590

1,634

1,662

1,105

12

22

20

33

36

25

31

21

27

24

19

13

1,110

2,769

3,334

3,295

3,265

2,584

1,309

1,183

1,620

1,664

1,688

1,120

Average annual reactive sewer jobs each year: 2,078
Average annual reactive dig-ups each year:

37

24

Year to date data – has been excluded from averages rather than being extrapolated based on professional judgment.
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Rear sewering statistics:
The project team cross-referenced key data against the information produced in Attachment F to
produce the following summary of the average annual level of interventions performed.

Front vs. rear sewers
The installed base of front vs. rear sewered properties was noted to have changed over time.
Figure H.3: Split of front vs. rear sewer installations (by 5 years ending 2020)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
Back

Front

Uncertain

Network protection work
Of the engagements performed, less than 1% result in network protection each financial year.
Approximately 40% of network protection activities are closed; the remainder are outstanding for
extended periods of time.
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Attachment I: Outcomes from MAP workshops held

[Removed]
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Please note
changes made
subsequent to
the workshop,
outlined on
page 24.
Weightings
were also
varied per page
73.
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Attachment J: Summary of financial model logic
Model overview


The financial model calculates the maintenance cost of a ‘typical year’ of backyard sewer
interventions. The model is repeated assuming that different MAP rules are in effect and active
over all built properties in Canberra.



The key purpose of the model is to test the relationship between access widths, pipe depths,
intervention types, MAP rules, and costs.



A multi-year model has not been chosen due to the complexity of assumptions regarding the
rollout of any MAP rule, the impact of climatic conditions on intervention frequency, and other
variables such as network age and the impact of interventions on failure profiles.



A full multi-year model was investigated, however would have required a complex multi-factor
model similar to SEAMS. Given the purpose of the model was to test high level relationships, a
$100,000+ program was not pursued.

Model logic
 The model is Monte-Carlo model
 The model broadly has two parts:
o

Intervention data, calculated as a distribution based on the past decade of historical
information, and split by the age, depth, and material of sewerage pipe present in
backyards.

o

Cost data, calculated as a distribution based on a ground-up costing model.

 Access scenarios vary the equipment able to be used in the cost data, impacting the overall time
taken to perform a job, materials, staff, and therefore the overall cost.
 The model is run several millions of times to calculate all possible combinations of variables, to
ensure a complete consideration.

Source data sets
 Intervention data has been sourced using Icon Water information prepared for the 2018-23
regulatory submission, with supporting information sourced from the GIS data set outlined in
Attachment G.
 Cost data has been calculated by Finance and validated with key subject matter experts within
Icon Water to ensure the methodology and outputs are reasonable. Three-point estimations were
produced at p10, p50, and p90 to develop curves for the model.

Key assumptions and limitations
 The model only considers the direct cost of an intervention, and explicitly does not consider
corporate or overhead costs, or the cost of possible safety incidents.
 Should an employee become seriously injured there is a risk that civil litigation. This has also not
been considered.
 The model does not consider the availability of equipment in our fleet; it assumes that a job will
always have the largest capacity digger available to service it.
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Attachment K: Craning case study
When scoping the Maintenance Access Passage (MAP) project some stakeholders identified that
cranes may able to be used in instances where no direct physical access exists to the rear of a
property. Mobile cranes are commonly used to construct and relocate large items in the construction
industry; it was suggested that these could be used on an on-demand basis to move excavators into
backyards.
The project team worked with Icon Water subject matter experts to develop a case study, to test the
likely considerations and requirements of using a crane in three reactive maintenance scenarios.

Scenario 1 details: Base case
Key details are as follows:
 Location: Suburban street in Downer, with a simple 2m excavation being required.
 Pipe is located in the backyard behind the house – no side access is present.
 The street is a standard sized suburban street of 9.0m, with a 7.4m verge, and 29.43m house
and garden. The backyard is the final 6.0m of the block.
 The distance between the middle of the road and the dig site is 44.33m
Figure K.1: Illustration of base case scenario
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Any excavation equipment used would need to be lifted over the house by a crane. The distance of
the lift is 44.33m from the centre of the road outside the house.
Every extra metre of distance creates an exponential load on the crane – this means that longer
distances require much larger cranes for safe operation. Generally crane operators prefer to lift less
than 75% of maximum capacity; if this threshold is exceeded additional compliance work is required.
As well as the excavator, cranes are required to lift a hook and chain. The total lift requirement is
 Excavator 38:

2.0 tonnes

 Lifting equipment:

0.1 tonnes

 Total weight being lifted:

2.1 tonnes

Based on these factors it is likely that a 110 tonne crane is required 39. This crane has a footprint of
8.0m with outriggers extended. At full extension almost the full load of the crane (75 tonnes) will be
placed on the two outriggers closest to the house.
Figure K.2: Illustration of crane size and location in scenario

38

Komatsu PC18MR-3 – Refer to the product’s specification sheet

39

Liebherr LTM-1100 5.2 – Refer to the product’s Lift Chart with 35t of counterweight (Max).
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The crane cannot deploy its outriggers on non-paved areas due to its weight, and will therefore
require the entire street for operation. This will likely disrupt traffic for its period of operation – this may
be several hours. Traffic management and advance notice for residents will be required (this may not
always be possible, particularly if the work is reactive in nature). Should advance notice be required
customer calls and letter drops will be needed.
Finally, an understanding of the services underneath the road and verge will be required. Should the
crane’s weight crush any of these a disruption to essential services in the surrounding streets will
likely occur.
Figure K.3: Costing of standard crane engagement (excluding Icon Water intervention costs)
Job type
Crane hire 40
(RAR in Queanbeyan)

Unit rate

Units

Cost

Minimum 6 hours

$4,900

$100 / hour / staff

5 hours x 2 staff

$1,000

$150 / hour

4 hours

$600

$620 / hour
+ $1,180 / job

Traffic management
(Care Traffic)
Customer service and
administration

Total

$6,500 (ex GST)

From the perspective of our customers, there may be significant disruption to street traffic, large
amounts of noise and disruption, and potentially difficult situations as customers in the house in
question may be required to leave the house while the excavator is being lifted. This is a poor
outcome.

Scenario 2: Street trees
The base case scenario assumes that no street trees are present. While this is common in newly
developed suburbs (for example, Wright, Coombs, and Denman Prospect), older suburbs commonly
feature extensive tree coverage along the front of blocks.
We note that there is a correlation between pipe age and its likelihood of failure – the areas that will
require intervention are likely to have tree coverage.
From a craning perspective there are two possible ways to manage street trees:
 Utilise larger cranes that can lift over the trees; or
 Remove the trees in question.
For the purposes of this scenario we will assume that obtaining approvals for the removal of street
trees is impractical, both from a community perspective (it may be unacceptable) and government
perspective (the Conservator may not allow a tree to be removed).
Discussions have indicated that a mature liquid amber is a reasonably proxy for a street tree in an
established area. These are typically 15m high and 8m wide; this requirement exceeds most

40

Please note that RAR does not hire 110 tonne cranes; the nearest appropriate size is 130 tonnes.
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commercially available mobile cranes, with a suitable solution being nearly 200 tonnes. This is not a
practical solution from a day to day perspective and should not be pursued.

Attachment L: Multi-criteria analysis scoring
Scoring criteria
Figure O.1: Scoring criteria
Score

Description

Discussion

5 (best)

Excellent

Option exceeds the requirements
No envisaged risks are foreseen
Requires no intervention during implementation

4

Very good

Options meets the requirements
No envisaged risks are foreseen
Requires no intervention during implementation

3

Good

Option meets the requirements
Some minor risks are foreseen on customer services but can be minimised
through forward planning
Requires some intervention during implementation

2

Acceptable

Option meets the requirements
Risks are foreseen and will have an impact on customer service and costs
Significant intervention is required to ensure that an acceptable outcome is
achieved during implementation

1

Poor

Option partially meets the requirements and some intervention is required
Risks are foreseen and will have an impact on customer service, cost,
safety requirements and needs to be managed to ensure that risks are
minimised.
Significant intervention is required to ensure that an acceptable outcome is
achieved during implementation

0 (worst)

Unacceptable

Option does not meet the requirements

(or not applicable)

Risks are foreseen and will have major impact on customer service, cost,
safety requirements
Significant intervention is required to ensure that an acceptable outcome is
achieved during implementation
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Scoring: Depth less than 2.0m
Figure L.2: [Removed]
Figure L.3: Graphed results
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Scoring: Depth between 2.0m and 3.0m
Figure L.4: [Removed]
Figure L.5: Graphed results
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Scoring: Depth between 3.0m and 4.0m
Figure L.6: [Removed]
Figure L.7: Graphed results
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Attachment M: Palisade technical report

[Removed. Icon Water’s contract with Palisade does not allow for public sharing of this report]
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Attachment N: Warren Smith & Partners technical report
Due to the size of this attachment it has been included as a separate file. Printed copies will have this
attachment commence on the next page.
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